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Flag Ceremolly Historic, ·Stirring For All
Terry W. Annis
Second Year
Day

The morning was crisp and the
sun blazed overhead without a cloud in the
sky, as the sounding of colors from a lone
Marine bugler filled the air. The Marine
Honor Guard Detachment, based at 8th
and I Streets, presented the National
Colors and then raised them over the
Columbus School of Law for the very first
time last Monday morning in a stirring,
patriotic ceremony.
In attendance was a crowd of
nearly 100 students, faculty, and
dignitaries, including a former
Commandant of the United States Marine
Corps, the Chairman of the University's
Board of Trustees, and University
President Brother Patrick Ellis.
The Inaugural Flag Raising
Ceremony was organized by the Military
Law Students Association (MLSA), a new
student group formed only this semester.
"We are in our inaugural year as
part of the SBA, and serve to promote the
development of leadership and public
service," explains Michael Ching (2D),
President of MLSA.
"We are looking at bringing in a
number of speakers from different areas of
the community as well a number of
community service projects."
One female and three male
representatives of the U.S. Marine Honor
Guard commenced the dedication
ceremony just before 9:00AM on the front
lawn of the law school near the flag pole.
Patrick Reyes {2D), MLSA
Communications Officer and a United
States Air Force Academy graduate,
commented, "We hope Old Glory flies
over the law school for quite a long time
for everyone to enjoy."
Reactions to the ceremony were
all upbeat.
"It was a glorious morning, a
beautiful ceremony; and we have the
Wilson family, donors of the flag pole
here for this special occasion," said Joan
Vorrasi, Director of Student Life and
Special Events.
"It was an outstanding ceremony,
done professionally," said U.S. Marine
Captain Ken Olivo (2D), also MLSA Vice
President and chief organizer of the
ceremony.

Brother Patrick Ellis, President of
the University observed, "It was a
combination of simplicity and elegance,
done perfectly."
Ellis . officially represented the
University, along with Mr. T. Murray
Toomey, Chairman of the University
Board of Trustees.
Although this was the first time
Old Glory was raised over the new law
. school building, it was not the first time
the U.S. Flag was dedicated at this spot on
campus.
Olivio explained: "This is the
second time the U.S. Marines have
dedicated the American Flag on this site.
The first time was almost 70 years ago, to
the day, at the old CUA Football Stadium
Dedication."
"We know this because of Mr.
Toomey, Chairman of the University

See,FLAG
page 2
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After the flag ceremony, University President Brother Patrick Ellis and
Associate Dean Leah Wortham (left and center) visit with special guest General
P.X. Kelly, former Commandant of the United States Marine Corps (right).

Faculty Riled Over Coverage
Sam Coring
Fourth Year
Evening
The controversy surrounding the
uncompleted chapel and lack of Crucifixes
in the classrooms of the new law school
building has sparked heated reaction
among the faculty - including a prolific
exchange of E-Mail messages between the
faculty over the past two weeks, debating
the coverage of the issue provided by
Judicial Notice.
According to copies of the EMail correspondence obtained by Judicial
Notice, several faculty members consider
the news item and editorial on the subject
in the paper's last issue to be divisive and
dangerous.
The news story, authored by
Second Year Day student James Renne,
Assistant Editor of Judicial Notice,
reported concerns of both named and
unnamed students and faculty about the
unfinished chapel and whether or not
Crucifixes would be placed in the
classrooms as provided by University
policy.
The article also reported Dean

Ralph Rohner' s explanation that the chapel
delay was merely a logistical matter and
that the law school is awaiting the
purchase of Crucifixes by the University
for placement in classrooms.
The editorial in question
discussed the danger of a delay on these
items being perceived by concerned
Catholics, wary of past University actions,
as a "backing away" from the school's
Catholic identity and heritage.
While faculty members have
asked Judicial Notice not to print excerpts
of their private faculty-wide
correspondence, a number of faculty
members have provided the paper with
comments on the record, including letters
to the editor published in this issue from
Professors Fishman, Barracato, Zuckman,
and Marcin (see pages 8-10).
Fishman, Barracato, and
Zuckman take the paper to task,
criticizing both the professionalism of its
news story and the tone of the editorial.
Marcin argues the issues raised
by Judicial Notice are legitimate and
decries the danger of faculty intimidation
and "political correctness" silencing
Catholics concerned about these issues

from spe.aking out.
Professor William Wagner, not
among the sources for the original story,
commented on the conversation among the
faculty, saying, "There was room for
improvement in the last issue, particularly
in some of the word choices in the
editorial, but, even to the casual observer,
the unfinished chapel in an otherwise
completed building would call for an
explanation."
"I am dissappointed we could
reach the point of dedication without
completion of the chapel," Wagner added.
"It is unfortunate there was not better
management of timing, because of the
appearance, perhaps, of the law school not
adequately appreciating the religious
dimension of its mission."
Other faculty members,
requesting that they not be quoted
directly, have expressed concern about
references to the chapel by Rohner as an
ecumenical "meditation" room.
In addition to the faculty
submissions, the controversy has also
drawn the fire of two of Judicial Notice's
regular columnists and prompted several
student letters to the editor.
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Fall Recruiting Underway:
Amy Thompson
Director
Office of Legal Career Services
The Fall Recruiting Program
sponsored by Legal Career Services (LCS)
is well underway. This fall, students
dropped resumes for employers
interviewing on- and off- campus and
employers requesting that LCS mail them
a packet of resumes (Resume Collection).
Employers will be on campus
interviewing second and third year students
from September 19th through October 5th.
One additional employer, the Connecticut
Judicial Branch, is interviewing on campus
October 12th.

Career Services Report
with 4my, rhompsqn.-. , , . '·'"•
. Employers ..yilt in!erview in ,the
n~w intervi~w 'sriite adjace~t to Les: 'Tht
interview rooms look 'great and are a
welcome addition.
LCS asks that students knock on
the door at the time of the start of their
interview to let the employer know that
they are there. After this, students should
be' patient. Sometimes an employer will
be running behind schedule. There are
chairs provided for students in th~ hallway
of the interview suite to wait comfortably.
One the day of the interview, a
copy of each employer's interview
schedule is posted on the door of the
interview room. In addition, LCS has a
file entitled "Today's Interview Schedule"
in our office with a copy of all the
interview schedules.
All employers sign in when they
arrive. Students may want to check if the
same person listed as the scheduled
interviewer 1s m fact the person
conducting the interviews.
Often,
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Board of Trustees; his father was the
Chairman of the Board Trustees 70 years
ago," added Paul Schubert (2L}, MLSA
Operations Officer, West Point graduate,
and Desert Storm Veteran.
The keynote speaker at the
ceremony was General P.X. Kelly, a
former Commandant of the United States
Marine Corps, who remarked, "I am
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attorneys' schedules are -such that it is not
unusual for last minute substitutions to be
made.
LCS encourages students to
prepare for every interview they have.
The majority of employers send
information on their firm or organization.
Files of all information sent to LCS are in
file cabinet drawers in the LCS resource
library.
Students can review the
information sent to our office during office
hours.
,In addition, LCS enoourages .
students , to practice their interviewing
techniques.
LCS sponsored a mock
interview program that gave many students
the opportunity practice their interview
skills and receive feedback on their
performance.
The staff • in LCS is
available for mock interviews for any
student who did not participate in the
mock interview program, - or wants to
practice again. Any student interested in
conducting a mock •interview should
schedule an appointment by stopping in
Room 163 or by calling LCS at 319-5132.
Just a reminder, if you are chosen
as an alternate for an employer, let LCS
know of your interest. When we take the
interview schedules down from the bulletin
board at noon two · days before the
employer comes to campus, LCS checks to
see if any students declined or failed to
sign up for their time slot. If there is ari
op~n 'time s\ot,_~~~(c~_Ilf ~lt~Tai;es)_n::t.~~
order in which they expressed an interest
t'()1 t>ur '• office. ,,_, The -a11etnaferneed ' to
contact LCS as soon as ~ossible ~ftei"fuey
receive our phone call. If you · see that
someone has declined an interview in
which you are an alternate, do not sign up
for that spot until checking with LCS that
you are in fact the first person on the
alternate list.
Please be on the look out for
additions or changes in information.
Check the section of the bulletin -board
outside of LCS entitled "Fall Recruiting."·
We will post any changes or additions as
they come into our office.
For students who will be
undertaking their own targeted job search,
LCS will be sponsoring a workshop on Job
Search Techniques on October 12, 1994 at
4:00PM. The workshop will cover how to
look for a job and get you started on your
own targeted job search strategy. You will
also learn how law students got their jobs
last year and the methods that have proven
most successful.
extremely pleased to see the spirit and the
patriotism. It is very important these days
for schools and other organizations to
recognize the importance of the country
and the spirit of patriotism."
"He is the 1990's version of
General MacArthur; he is to the Marine
Corps what MacArthur is to the Army,"
added Schubert.
General Kelly was the first ·
Marine general to receive Distinguished
Service Medals from all four services:

SBA OFFICE HOURS
1:00PM - 2:00PM, Vinnie Miraglia 3:00PM - 4:00PM, Elisabeth Kehoe
4:00PM - 5:00PM, Monica Roche
5:00PM - 6:00PM, Meg Urbanski
6:30PM -~ 7:30PM, Jen Howard

MONDAY
11 :00AM - Noon, Meg Urbanski
12:15PM - 1:00PM, Matt Friend
3:00PM - 4:00PM, Elisabeth Kehoe
4:00PM - 5:00PM, Mbnica Roche
6:00PM - 7:00PM, Jen Howard

THURSDAY .
5:00PM - 7:00PM, Chuck Clapton

TUESDAY
Noon - 2:00PM, Omyra Ramsingh
5:00PM - 6:00PM, Tim McCook
6:00PM - 7:00PM, Shannon Coen

FRIDAY
11 :4SAM - 12:45PM, Mary Card
1:00PM - 2:00PM, Vinnie Miraglia

WEDNESDAY
11 :00AM - Noon, Mary Card
12: 1SPM - 1:00PM, Matt Friend

The SBA office is in RQom 110,
just off the Student Lounge.
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w·n:: EXPRESS THEIR

APPREClATION ro
ALLFACUI,TY,STUDENTS,-ANDSTAFFWHbATFENDEDTHEF'CAGRAISiNGCEREMONYON
SEPTEMBER 19, 1994'. THE 'AssoCIATION WOULD LUSE TO EXPRESS A SPECIAL APPRECIATION
TO: GEN. P.X. KELLY (U.S.M.C. RE"r.), FORMER COMMANDANT OF THE U.S. MARINE
CORPS; MR. T. MURRAY TOOMEY, Eso., CUA TRUSTEE; AND THE U.S. MARINE CORPS
DETACHMENT FROM THE MARINE BARRACKS @ 8TH AND I.

Army, Navy (which includes the Marines),
Air Force, and Coast Guard; and he is a
recipient of the Silver Star Award from his
service at both Korea and Vietnam.
General Kelly closed the
ceremony with some thoughts, "I am
reminded of those words of the late Dr.
Martin Luther King, 'I know not what the
future holds, but I know who holds the
future,' and I think that ifour future is in
the hands of this wonderful group here,
we'll have a lot to be proud of."
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At right: According to this· original
newspaper ad, the flag dedication for
the CUA football stadium took place 70 · ~,
years ago next week on the same '
grounds as the new law school.
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Sports: College Football, Baseball Woes
Colorado to beat an upset-minded Texas ,
club in a close one (All you bettors out
there will have to wait for my ColoradoNebraska pick).
Who will the Big 8 winner play
The race for college football's
mythical national championship is in the Orange Bowl? It's too early to
underway. Though early in the season, it forecast, of course, but the premature pick
has become apparent that Florida, Penn here is the Notre Dame-Florida State
State, and the Colorado-Nebraska winner winner. The Irish meet the underrated
have the best chance for an undefeated 'Noles November 12th in Orlando. If
Penn State and Florida have a loss going
regular season.
Errict Rhett's departure to the into New Year's Day, this match-up could
National Football League hasn't slowed decide the national championship.
A caveat must be made: an
down Florida's high-powered offense.
undefeated
regular season doesn't
The Gators are led by senior Terry Dean,
who has been putting up some mind- guarantee a national title. It usually just
boggling numbers. Make no mistake, means a shot at one. To all you Notre
Dean is the premier quarterback in Dame and Michigan fans out there: don't
America (Don't even mention that guy despair. One loss doesn't disqualify teams
from Alcorn State -- I mean, I could throw from the national championship race (read:
for 300 yards against some of teams he's FSU). Notre Dame and Michigan both
played against). Florida is fortunate to lost close games to Top 10 teams. And
play seven games in the friendly confmes they both lost in September, which is the
of "the Swamp" this fall, where they are best time to lose (yes, I know FSU lost in
virtually unbeatable. The Gators have November last year). Pollsters are more
dropped only one home game during the _forgiving of early season losses.
If there was any doubt that Notre
Spurrier Era.
Dame has the deepest running back talent
"The Sports Authority"
in America, it had to be erased last
with Justin Daly
Saturday in their blowout win over
I'll say what they've already been intrastate "rival" Purdue. Starting tailback
saying in Happy Valley taverns: Penn Lee Becton, a Heisman candidate until he
State has a helluva shot at a national title. contracted "fumble-itis," was injured in
First of all, their offense appears the Michigan State game. As a result,
unstoppable. Lining up behind a monster sophomore sensation Randy Kinder,
offensive line __ the heaviest in school Michigan's high school player of the year
history __ is the Nittany Lions' best ' in .1992, ?ot the starting ·nod ,~gainst
collection of skill players since 1987. , Purd~e. Kmder was electrifying, rushing
Senior Kerry Collins, one of the fmest for a career-beSt l43 yards.
Kinder
signal-callers in the country, has continued is not the only star in Lou Holtz's galaxy
his hot streak which began last October. of backfield talent. Robert Farmer, also a
He is also blessed with a great running sophomore and state high school player of
game to complement the passing game.
the year (Illinois), has a lethal combination
I can just hear the skeptics: Sure, of size, strength and foot speed. Yes,
the Lions have looked good, but they Farmer will also play at the next level.
haven't played a Top 20 team. My
Rounding out Notre Dame's
response is, No they haven't (No, Southern stable of sophomore running backs i"s Mark
Cal doesn't count) -- But who cares? Edwards. Yes, he also was high school
They've beaten some decent football teams pla~er of th e year in his state (Obi~) as a
-- b·adly. -i>~~ -S~~t~biilefi{; ·fropl) -'dowii--.': ~~eni.~u .rf:th_i,s_ ~y doesn•t ~look lik~ the
year in the Big ·IO. Michigan• poses the · .,. ne?(t
-~atbP:ian, . ~ !fqn, t know who
only significant threat to an undefeated -does: . I'd compare him to the Cowboys'
regular season. Will Penn State beat the Daryl fohnS t on, but "Mr. Touchdown" can
.
also run the h;ill.
Wo1vennes
on October 15th? No.
Last , but defim1·te1y not 1east, 1s
·
Preseason Heisman favorite Tyrone senior fullback Ray Zellars. Zellars made
Wheatley, who missed th e fir st few games it clear against Purdue that he is without
of the season due to a separated shoulder,
peers at the fullback position. His long
is going to run all over th e Lions' touchdown run had pro scouts drooling'.
inexperienced -- and suspect -- defense. It's now recognized that Zellars can do it
Should Penn State win, th ey'll have a all -- block, catch some balls out of the
relatively easy road to the Rose Bowl, backfield, and run with great agility, speed
where they'll probably meet an overrated and yes, Cris Collinsworth, balance.
Arizona team. This much is true: If Penn Zellars looks more and more like Jerome
State marches into Ann Arbor and steals a Bettis each week.
victory, they'll go to Pasadena with an
So there you have it. Five future
unblemished record.
NFL running backs, all on one college
Colorado catapulted itself into the football team. Equally amazing is Notre
national championship picture with its Dame's sophomore class, which includes
miraculous Flutie-like come-from-behind Kinder, Fanner, Edwards and Powlus.
victory at Michigan.
The Buffaloes That group has more talent than any class
trounced a good Wisconsin squad the week on any team in the country. No Notre
before. In my mind they have only two Dame alum has ever questioned Holtz's
difficult contests remaining: this week's recruiting talents. If only he could coach
match-up at Texas and the Week 8 the last minute of close games with an
showdown against Nebraska. Look for equal amount of skill.
Justin Daly
Second Year
Day

:r~m
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Terry W. Annis
Second Year
Day

The National Football League, in
its att_empt to grab the nostalgia vote
during this, its 75th Anniversary season,
tried another fun gimmick in Week Three
with its first of hopefully many
"Throwback Weekends."
From what was once known as
the "No Fun League" for abolishing the
after-score celebration (Anyone remember
"The lckey Shuffle"?), we have the two
point conversion, the no-touch rule for
wide receivers and now this. Well, let's
get to it.
Best Throwback Uniforms: Easy
winner, San Diego (then Los Angeles)
Chargers. The white helmet with the
number on the side with the sky blue
outlining -- memories of Lance Alworth
come rushing back; keep them the rest of
the year.
Other notables, 'Oakland'
Raiders (love them silver helmets) and
Detroit Lions (plain blue still looks good
after all these years).

"Shooting From The Hip"
with Terrv Annis
Worst Throwbacks: Pittsburgh
Steelers. Wow, those things were ugly,
and they still won. The hideous yellow
shirts with black stripes and something
from medieval times on the chest
yeuuuuch!! Thank goodness they didn';
hamper Barry· Fo_ster's running game. A
close second is the Chicago Bears who
apparently hired the same designer.
Honorable mention: Philadelphia Eagles
and Denver Broncos.

I was able to bluff my way into
the House Judiciary Committee room last
Thursday to catch some of the hearing on
baseball's antitrust exemption. You gotta
love watching Commissioner Bud Selig
and players' boss Don Fehr get
manhandled by Committee Chairman Jack
Brooks (D-Tex.), who sounded like he just
walked off the set of "Bonan7.a."
Chumping and puffing away at his big fat
cigar, he scolded both sides like a
principal breaking up a lunch-time school
yard brawl between two third-graders.
One amusing observation, from
the head of the minor leagues: Hotdogs at
minor league games cost around 75 cents
to a dollar, while up at Camden Yards
they're $2.75 each (and at Safeway $2.75
gets you an 8-pack). They get them from
the same place, cook them the same way
-- America's free market economy at its
best; think about it.
Even though w~ · don't have
baseball, we do have "Baseball." PBS and
Ken Bums (somebocfy get this guy a
haircut), fresh off their stirring portrayal of
the Civil War, have "condensed" 150 years
of baseball history into 18 1/2 hours.
Thus far, after 6 "Innings" (at press time),
many of you have been knocked out of the
box, and that's too bad. The history runs
long and deep, I mean we're not talking
about a bunch of highlight reels that you
could catch during a Orioles rain delay. If
anything, upon close look, you would
realize how deeply baseball is intertwined
with America's history. Any other way of
doing it would sell the sport short; so I say
to all you 'seam heads' (borrowing from
Tony Kornheiser) out there, enjoy it 'cause
it's all you got!

*****
Well they did it, they killed
America's Team; Up in arms? l
baseball. The greedy s.o.b.'s who couldn't love it! Jimmy Johnson, former head
agree on the best way to rape us out of counselor at Camp Dallas, and new man
our · pocketbooks finally sold us out and Barry Switzer exchanged barbs through the
buried the coffin that cancelled the rest of media last · week after the Cowboys
the 1994 baseball season. Brian, you may dropped their first game of the season, a
be right. Fire all the -slimy bastedges. All Monday Night affair at home to Detroit,
the players, all the owners, and start over 20-17 in overtime. Upon finding out that
brand new next year with new ones, even Switzer spent part of the weekend .away
new teams. It has sort of Biblical feel to from the team so he could watch his son
it, don't it?
play college football; the two-time Super
But, if you have it in your heart Bowl winning coach ripped his successor' s
to give these guys one last shot, then lack of commitment. Switzer then charged
maybe one proposal floated around last back at JJ, stating that although his
week could be the one. There 'is a predecessor may have given his entire life
possibility that the two teams.with the best to football (including divorcing his wife so
records in their respective leagues, the he could spend more time at the field),
Montreal Expos and the New York
Switzer said right to the camera and to
Yankees would square off in a "charity"
boss Jerry Jones, "I am a devout family
World Series.
man, first and foremost." Brass ones
Barry.
'
An interesting concept, but do
they deserve it? The other owners are not
Some final notes: Don't count on
too happy, especially in San Francisco and
Phil Simms signing with Arizona; it's
Cleveland, where their teams were on the
obvious that Buddy underestimated his
brink of first place when the strike hit. It
offense and is clearly trying to make a
would keep the continuity going and it
change out of desperation. Putting RB
. might even bring the game back closer to
Garrison Hearst in the doghouse is looking
its tum-of-the-century origins, when the
real good right about now.
Series used to be a challenge series
Oh yeah, while we're at it, my
between rival leagues. It just could be the
Giants, led by "Dave who," are 3-0 and
saving grace to what should have been a . atop the NFC East, again. Oh baby, I'm
historic season.
lovin' life.
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Activities, Organizations Offer Diversions
APALSA Hosts
Brown Bag Lunch
and Sushi Feast
P. Nick Koufos
Second Year
Day

The Asian Pacific Law Students
Association (APALSA) was honored to
have Professor Leroy Clark host the first
of what should be a continuing series of
brown-bag lunches. On Thursday the 8th
of September, APALSA members and
guests got an expert appraisal of the
looming O.J. Simpson triaL
"Knock, knock ... Who's there? .. .
O.J. Simpson ... OJ. Simpson who? .. .
You're on the jury."
Friday the 16th found APALSA
members at a fine southern sushi bar in ole
Virginia. CUA APALSA members forged
contacts with Howard University APALSA
members. Both CUA APALSA President
Franklin Kang and Howard University
APALSA President Peter Ng attributed the
large turnout to the desire for closer ties
betwee the D.C. APALSA chapters and
great food.
The 25 or so attendees
enjoyed Japanese and Chinese dishes, in
addition to a bounty of raw fish prepared
by Thai chefs in the traditional Japanese
way.
Seriously, all APALSA events are
open to interested individuals, as well as
club members. Interested parties should
check the bulletin board by the entrance to
the cafeteria, or the APALSA student club
office in the same general area.

SBA underway
with annual
student directory
Staff Report : ·
Source: HeadNotes

The Student Bar Association
(SBA) is currently compiling the names,
addresses, and phone numbers for the
annual student directory. Students not
wishing their name, address, or telephone
number to be published in the dire~tory
should contact the Office of Student Life
and Special Events in Room 341 no later
than September 29th.
The telephone
number for that office is 319-6126.

Volunteers needed
for dedication
Staff Report
Source HeadNotes

Student volunteers are urgently
needed to help with different events of the
upcoming dedication celebration scheduled

4

for September 29th to October 2nd.
Volunteers are needed to conduct
guided tours of the new law school
· building between 10:00AM and 3:00PM
on Friday, September 30th and I :00PM
and 4:00PM on Saturday, October 1st.
Also , students are needed to greet visitors
and distribute dedication programs.
Anyone interested in helping out with
these items should contact Frank Grosso in
the Office of Alumni Relations at 3195670.
The Dedication Mass Committee
is also looking for members of the law
school community -- faculty, staff, or
students -- who are qualified to serve as
Eucharistic Ministers at the Dedication
Mass on Saturday, October 1st at 4:00PM
in St. Vincent's Chapel. Interested parties
should contact Jeanne Hisle at 319-4636.

Secretaries will be primarily responsible ' 2nd, as well as a traditional brunch
followng the Mass at the Capital Hilton.
for working with existing SBA
The Red Mass is usually wellcommittees, including the Budget and
attended by judges, lawyers, legal scholars,
Student Groups.
and government officials from the
They will also help SBA adopt a
Washington, D.C. area, including i
greater pro-active approach to addressing
number
of United States Supreme Court
student problems and complaints by
regularly soliciting student opinion in a justices. The purpose of the Mass is to
invoke God's "blessing and guidance" in
various issues and writing articles for
the administration of justice at the
Judicial Notice.
It is hoped these new positions beginning of the Supreme Court calendar.
The Guild always organizes a
will increase first year student participation
and interest in the Student Bar Association large delegation from the law school and
invites everyone to join in attending both
prior to elections in the spring.
First years were also appointed to the Mass and reception this year.
The reception costs $25 per
two new committees that have recently
been created.
Erin Coffer and Rick person, but students of The Columbus
Poulson were both appointed to a new School of Law receive a special discount
committee which will help revitalize the through a subsidy provided by the
law school's chapter of the American Bar University. As a result, the actual cost to
students is only $10. .__
Association (ABA).
The first order of business for the
Reservatio(}S for the reception
new committee will be to select candidates may be made through the Office of
from The Columbus School of Law to run Student Life and Special Events in Room
for elected offices within the national 341. That _office can be reached by calling
organization of the ABA Law Student 319-6126.
Division. The new committee will also
seek to increase the law school's
Sam Coring
participation
in activities conducted by the
Fourth Year
of the ABA and increase the
D.C.
Circuit
Evening
ABA's recruiting efforts here on campus.
Finally, they will seek to obtain increased
Staff Reports
According to a memo distributed
Bar Association
Source:
Student
service
project
funding
from
the
ABA
for
by Patti Exposito, President of the Evening
student groups.
Law Students Association (ELSA) to all
The Columbus School of Law
Scott Flesch and Todd Emmons
evening division students, there has been
welcomes yet ,, another new student
have been appointed to the SBA's new
"some confusion" regarding access to the
oi;ganization with the creation of the
Social Programming Committee. The new
garage for evening students.
·
responsible
for
the
Military Laws Students Association
committee
will
be
Exposito explained in the memo
(MLSA), dedicated to the purpose of
increasing
the
quantity
and
improving
the
that an "evening decal" entitles students to
preparing
its members to become leaders
quality
of
the
social
programming
park in the garage after 3 :45PM on
of our nation.
in
the
service
currently
provided
by
the
SBA.
weekdays and all day on weekends and
The
MLSA began its first
The
Committee's
first
task
will
be
holidays. She also noted that hours for
semester
with
an impressive event last
to
help
coordinate
bringing
speakers
to
weekday use of the garage for evening
Monday
morning
with a flag raising
campus.
This
will
be
done
through
students will be extended during exam
ceremony
for
the
new
law school building.
pooling
student
groups'
financial
resources
periods.
Attendees
included
and
coordinating
groups'
access
to
certain
(ormer
Evening students having any
·'
.
··
'
speakers. . · ·
Commandant
of
the
United
States
Marine
difficulty with parking are .urge~ .t(! cont!lct,
· ,· ,, -~ Jhe. Cqmm,1tte~ will &ls.o assist tJ;i.e; , Corps General p'_x:_~Kelly; University
Exposito by lea".i-ng , ~. µie~~age in : t~
s~~'
I ruft#i~t}ri,day ~aft~rr;ooo· happy '; President Brother Patrick Ellis, · and over
Evening Law Stud,ei;its .f..s~o~i\lti6n,, mai_l,
studerits; fac~lty, and staff.
.
hours
and the 1. Bai-rister.'s
.
box in the area just;-, off..,th~ St~qent.
~ .
_... ,. fi
•··:.1 1, ' B"'II
.· 1·in
. the
',,.; "•
sprmg.
Other
proposed
projects
the
,
Lo!.mg~. ,
, . ,;,, .. · ..
Committee might sponsor, include movies
on the ·back lawn, a bus 'trip to an Orioles
game in the 'spri~g, a~d a possible Fall
Pup Cr~'YlfBar ~eview.
.
.
; ; r·. An_yoi:\e . who. . i~ interested in
w~tking ':';'ith either c9mmit1;ee should d{op
a ,pote, _including their . n_ame and phone
EJis·abeth ;C.·Kehoe
1 -c"
numoer, 'in the SBA m.i.)lb'o~, loc~ted in
Third-Year :~.,, ..
"
th~, Student
Lounge.
·
. • ' . .r. . • . ~
.Day + 1,
Staff Report
Source: ' Stude~i' Ba,r ,Assoc,iation
Students for Public Interest Law
(SPIL) is planning various activities for
Student Bar A:;sociation President
this year. In February, we will have our
Chuck Clapton has · announced the
annual auction to raise money for summer
appointment of several first year students
Staff Report
funding for students who choose ·to work
to student government positions. Michelle
-Source: HeadNotes.
in public interest law.
Carmody, Neysa Slater, anci Mandinema
, There will be various workshops
Kumbula have been .. appointed as
The Gu~!~ of Catholic Lawyers is Qn topics such as, finding summer public
Secretaries of the Student Bar Association encouraging all studep~s, faculty, and staff
'
(SBA).
to attend the annual Red Mass (Votive
See, GR.OOPS
This is a new position, created , Mass of the Holy Spjrit) at the Cathedral
this year to allow increased first year of St. Matthew the Apostle here in
pages
participation in the SBA.
The new Washington, D.C. at 10:00AM on October

ELSA clarifies
parking rules for
evening students
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Clapton Reports To Students
Chuck Clapton
President
Student Bar Association
As we prepare for the gala
dedication weekend celebrations, I'd just
like to offer some thoughts and
observations about this coming event.
During this next weekend, w_e will be
seeing hundreds (possibly thousands?) of
alumni returning to help inaugurate this
·
·
new building.
What is it that draws them back
here, to give up their valuable time to help
mark this momentous event for the law
school? The short and cynical answer, of
course, would be ·that this is a chance to
network, to see and ·be seen and to further
their own financial interests. During this
past week, however, I have had the chance
to meet many of the alums who have ·
returned prior to the dedication. The
enthusiasm and pride in all of them
strongly argue against such self-interested
motivations.
Every alumni that I spoke with
talked both about their .. excitement in
meeting old classmates and their happiness'
at seeing the school finally in a building
equal to its stature as an institution.
The two themes, repeated over
and over again, by these alumni have been
the tremendous sense of community that
they found here and their respect for the
school's traditional commitment to
excellence.
These themes are not idle catchphrases, but rather- represent the · cor2 ·of
the exp·e rientes these alumni ertioyed here
at Catholic (and the earlier Columbus
School of Law). These traditions today
serve as both challenges and goalposts for
those of us currently studying the law.
What needs to be done and what
have we accomplished that fulfills these

GROUPS
from page 4
interest jobs.
We will also sponsor
discussions with public interest attorneys.
Check our board for details!!!
On October 21-23, we will attend
the annual NAPIL (National Association
for Public Interest Law) Conference. The
Conference will be held at the Washington
College of Law at the American
University.
Look for the first article in our
series entitled Public Interest Profile in
this issue of the Judicial Notice. These
articles profile public interest attorneys and
the organizations where they work. Our
first article profiles Chris Herrling, '80 and
Kathy Doan, '91, who both work at the
Legal Aid Society of the District of
Columbia. Check it out!
Also, if you are interested in
writing one of the articles for Public
Interest Profile, please contact Elisabeth
Kehoe (3D). We can put you in touch
with someone to interview. Or, if.you
have someone in mind to interview, we
can always use your ideas.
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twin goals? So far this year, the Student
Bar Association has sponsored and helped
coordinate a variety of social events,
including the SBA Picnic, Friday happy
_
hours, and a walking tour of D.C.
Many of these activities · were
geared towards welcoming the new first
years and alf of the returning students into
our new home. All of the events have

assistance.
The ultimate goal of the
clearinghouse is to increase law student
participation in projects benefihing the
community outside of the law school. It is
hoped · that the· experiences gained from
these projects will benefit both the school
and the community by increasing the
levels of compass_ion and understanding on
both sides.
The commitment to the second
goal of traditions of excellence has been
In
advanced in a variety of ways.
conjunction with the Moot Court Board,
the SBA will be trying to increase our
participation . in
ABA-sponsored
competitions. including ones iqvolving
client counseling and negotiation. The
goal here is to gain national recognition
for the school through the performance of
its students.

' "From Th'e Presiden~•s Desk"
r ,
with' Chuck Clapton
helped create the friendships and
connections which contribute to the unique
envirnnment prized by so many alumni.
Additional upcoming projects
include a new organization which will
coordinate bringing speakers to campus. It
is hoped that this new organization will
allow student groups to pool their
resources and bririg some top names here
to ·gpeak cfut'ing the comfni(year
~
' The' SBA'-is also t_akirtg' 'the lead
in organizing and promoting service
projects for members of the law school
community. We are currently preparing a
service project clearinghouse which will
regularly match interested student group
volunteers with service projects in need of

> , · ·' '·

During the next two weeks of
school, w·e will be conducting a survey
regarding your views about public interest
law and what you want from SPIL.
Please take time to fill out our survey.
Your views will help to shape the
direction of SPIL.
We need a lot of help!!! If you
are interested, please contact Co-Chairs
Elisabeth Kehoe (3D) and Angela Hart
(2D). You can also drop a note in our
mailbox, located to the right of
Cappuccino Express, near the Student
Organizations' offices.
Check out our bulletin board for
current information about public interest
law and what SPIL is up to.

Democrats start
new student group
Staff Report
Sou'rce: HeadNotes

a

new

A group of students have formed
student organization at The

Excellence will be pursued
through a new ABA Student Committee
which will . revitalize the law school's
chapter of the national organization by
increasi~g membership and participation at
the local, circuit, and national office
levels. Finally the SBA will be competing
for the annual ABA award given for the
best student bar a~sociation nationwide.

Computer Services

VAX update,
more MACS
on the way
Mark Goldberg
Director
Computer Services
Well, I know that many of you
have gotten your VAX accounts and are
experimenting with E-Mail and the other
features on the VAX. I also know it is not
the most user-friendly system, but it
works.
I hope all of you stay with it and·
don't get discouraged.
Many of us have been trying to
get the Computer Center to" upgrade the·
mail system to a: more user-friendly maii

Although much has been done,
still more remains yet to be done. The
challenge of the twin goals of community
and excellence will always be there.
Every student, alumni, faculty member and
achni~strator sh~ultl · c~~sider what they
can do to :fulfill ,them. Finally, oi"i behalf
of the SBA, I would like to welcome all
of the returning alumni to our great new
home. We hope that you enjoy it as much
as we do.

Columbus School of Law known as the
Democrat Law Students Association
(DLSA), intended to be a counterpart to
the long-established Republican National
Lawyer's Association (RNLA) already in
existence at the law school.
A kick-off meeting will be held
sometime the week of September 26th.
Students should watch the video monitors
and announcement boards for further
details.

Happy hour is a
great success
Staff Report
Source: Student Bar Association
· The Happy · Hour sponsored last
Friday afternoon by the Women's Law
Caucus, Latin American Law Students
Association
(LALSA),
Amn~sty
International, and Phi Alpha Delta was
well attended and enjoyed by all. Groups
interested in sponsoring future happy hours
should contact Shannon Coen and the
Student Bar Association (SBA) Social
Progrming Committee.

,,..

:>:~•,.:.
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"Computer Bits"
with Mark Goldberg
system. Hopefully, in the not too distant
future, we can provide that.
In the
meantime, I have put together some
instructions on how to create and edit new
messages a little easier using EVE, the
editor on the VAX. Stop by Room 315 to
pick up a copy.
Channel 7, the local ABC
affiliate, is planning to come to the law
school early this week to film students
using technology in the library. If you are
fairly well versed in the technology and
would like demonstrate using this
technology, please contact me at 319-6069,
or stop by Room 3 I 5 on Monday or
Tuesday.

The Lab
For the MACINTOSH loyalists,
we have two more MAC computers on
order for the lab and all of the MAC's will
be able to print to a laser printer in the
near future.
REMINDER, the training lab next
to the main lab is available for use as well
and has eight IBM compatible computers
in it.
All of these computers scan for
viruses. Please let the Computer Services
department know if the system alerts you
that you have a virus on your disk. We
will help you to remove it.

5

Herrling, -Doan Serve Legal Aid Society
Society's funding comes from the United
meaningful [and he was] glad to
family law cases, along with child abuse
Way and ten percent comes from
undertake."
and neglect cases.
This was the summer of 1979,
foundation or other grants.
Eighty
Chris remembers one of his first
and Chris remembers how the windows at
percent of the funding comes from major
cases, in which he defended a mother of
the Clinic had to be kept open because three daughters whose parental rights were
Personal fulfillment is what D.C. law firms and from individual
there was no air conditioning. There was
drives Chris Herrling, CUA Law Class of members of the D.C. Bar Association.
about to be terminated. He did not see a
Last year, the Legal Aid Society's
a variety store nearby, who kept speakers chance of success and had some personal
1980, as he ends his tenth year of working
on the sidewalk. Even through it was misgivings, but he realized that she was
at the Legal Aid Society of the District of annual budget was approximately
twelve years after he was shot, Martin entitled to her day in court. He ended up
Columbia. Since July 1, 1994, Chris has $620,000.
Before coming to law school,
Luther King, Jr.'s "I Have a Dream"
losing the case. However, he knew that he
been serving as the Executive Director.
Speech was played over those speakers had done his job because he had gone into
Kathy Doan, CUA Law Class of Chris Herrling spent a year working at a
1991, who feels called to serve the poor residential treatment center for emotionally
and oppressed, has been working as a staff disturbed children. During that year, he
attorney at the Legal Aid Society since was trying to decide whether to become a
social worker or a clinical psychologist.
November 1991.
He came to the conclusion that
The Legal Aid Society is a 60
getting
a
law degree would add clout to
year old, privately funded organization,
whichever
he decided to do. Chris was
whose purpose is to make pro bono
originally attracted to Catholic because he
PUBLIC INTEREST PROFILE
could pursue a dual degree program, in
Students for Public Interest Law
social work and law, after which he would
receive both a J.D. and a Master's in
· representation widely available to the social work. However, during his first
citizens of the District of Columbia. year, he decided to put the social worl<
There are seven funded full-time staff · degree program on hold and to just pursue
attorney positions. Four attorneys work his law degree.
there on a volunteer basis. Currently, there
After having such a fulfilling
experience at the residential treatment
are three fellows working there, as well.
There are two offices here in D.C. center, Chris found it hard to adjust to the
The main office is located at 11th and G relatively dry atmosphere of the first year
Streets, N.W. Five of the staff attorneys of law school. He went to see Father
are at that office. There is another office O'Brien, who encouraged him to tough it
located across the street from D.C. out and to hang in there because
Superior Court. Two staff attorneys are at eventually, he would find his niche in the
that office. All of the intake interviews law.
During summer after his second
and phone calls are handled at the 11th
year, Chris got a job working at the
Street office.
The Legal Aid Society handles Columbus Community Legal Services, · · Chris Herrling, a 1980 alumnus of the law school and 10-year veteran of the
Legal Aid Society, has made a fulfilling career of public interest law.
cases involving child custody, child when it was located on North Capitol
support, public benefits, social security, Street. Chris will never forget walking in
and landlord/tenant issues. Thousands of the door on his first day and meeting Ellen
everyday. This has a very big impact on
court and zealously represented her legal
phone calls are received every year from Scully. She immediately handed him 35
Chris.
interests.
people who need help. Many of those files to review and told him that they
A few months later, Chris saw a
Hearing this speech daily, along
callers are told to come in for an intake would talk about them later.
with getting to know clients who have news segment on the -adoption of special
interview. Other callers are referred to
Chris describes it as, "A sink or
seemingly insurmountable problems and a needs children. He saw the youngest of
other agencies that deal with their types of swim situation," and he was "hooked" at
lack of resources, really inspired and his client's three daughters profiled on this
that point. Chris viewed the situation as,
cases.
motivated Chris. He knew then that public segment. Chris hoped that his client was
"An overwhelmin res onsibili that was
interest law was what he wanted to do
spared suffering the pain of seeing her
with his life.
daughter on television being portrayed as
Chris says that Ellen Scully really
needing a home and a family.
opened his eyes about how unfair the
During the next two years, Chris
system can be and how he could get
took on cases involving public assistance,
results for a client by making a telephone
social security, and landlord/tenant issues.
call as a law student on that client's
In 1986, Chris was promoted to
behalf. Chris then decided to stay with the
Managing Attorney of Domestic Relations.
Clinic during his third year for credit.
In 1988, the Board of Trustees created a
His first real job after law school
position called Deputy Director of Legal
was at the Student Press Law Center, a
Operations and Chris was promoted once
project of the Robert F. Kennedy
again. Serving in this position, Chris was
Memorial, which was designed to give
responsible for overseeing all of the legal
legal advice to journals, newspapers, and
work of the Legal Aid Society.
radio stations, at high schools and colleges.
On July 1, 1994, Chris was
During that time, Chris also took
· promoted to the position of Executive
some of the court appointments at D.C.
Director of the Legal Aid Society. In this
Superior Court for abused and neglected
position, his responsibilities will be
children.
primarily administrative matters and
In January 1984, Chris started
financial resources.
working as a staff attorney at the Legal
As well as finding great personal
Aid Society.
He started working on
fulfillment by working at the Legal Aid
Martin Luther King Holiday.
He
Society, Chris is driven by the recognition
remembered how he heard MLK's speech
that there is/Great worth and potential in
everyday during the summer he worked at
; the Clinic.
See, PROFILE
Kathy Doan, 1991 graduate of the The Columbus School of Law, finds
When Chris first came to the
page 7
Legal Aid Society, he primarily worked on
satisfaction in her public interest work at the Legal Aid Society.

Elisabeth C. Kehoe
Third Year
Day
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r'efugefs were often:--;takeJI-;ta~v~tage ' of ,: the S,pani!h.r~falfing corp.mul!it,. f fhis) s '.J suggests working for a big firm f6r aiew
and;did Jfot have 'iiecess tQ help.:: -'~· ,
. done through_making presentations about ;., years ·_to' pay'. the~ off. However, Kathy
During the sumfuer' after her first their services to organizations that serve
do~s --suggest choosing a firm which his a
year, . she worked at A YUDA Legal this ,communicy. As a result, there have
pro bono program.
every human being."
Services, which is loc~ted here in the J?een an increasing number of c;alls to the
Finally, . Kathy says that being
He sees his work as · a,
Leg<!,l ,Aid Society from Spani~li speaking
District of Columbia. Its prim~ fu~ction
able to work with her clients and the level
"Wonderful opportunity to create an
is to provide Jegal servic~s,to''Iow~ii;icome peoP,Je., ,More ~ d more of th,e-Le~al Aid
of responsibility that she has makes her
opportunity for .any person to realize his or •Latinos . and fore1gn~bom pers~ms. The .Society,' s clients are Spanish-speakfng,
feel blessed. . "People who never have
her potential."
major areas , of concentration
are
- In terms of recommendations for
exposure to this type of work are really
.
,
•
I
The people he wor.ks with, both at
immigration law arid domestic relations.
students who want to enter public interest
missing something," Kathy says.
the Legal Aid Society and at other ·legal
Kathy worked ' at . Columbus
law, both . Chris , and Kathy highly
services providers in town, also inspire · Community 'Legal Services·. during the
recommend working in any of the .clinical
***
Chris.
secoqd semester .o f her second year.
pr~grams , , here . , ;;tt CUA.
Chris
Currently , there are three interns
Chris is proud of the fact that he
During the following summer, Kathy left :recoll]m,enqs . Federal ~ractice , and •.<!-t the Legal Aid Society. There is only
graduated from CUA . . He ,describes· CUA -tow;:i ·to work at' Florida.Legal Se~ices.
Pro~~1dure, especia!Jy for someone , who
one intern at the main office, who happens
as,"A wonderful environment in which to
wants_,to,pi:actice in the D.C. :Courts, ;anP ) P .be the author of this article. Elisabeth
She returned for her third year to
I<.eho(;, 3D, .· says, "I have been interning
receive your legal education and to be ·_- .w'otk· at the Clinic on North Capitol Street. . any other classes having to . d_o , with
there since May. I have learned so much
prepared to do work in legal services." ~e- ';_..,~lfe:foung ·her. work there very rewarding. litigatio,11, , fle , al~o recommends taki1'}g
J(atp,y\ eaHx .~njoyed the opportunity to get Jurisprudence . . . ,
, from seeing these attorneys in action. The
says that the fa~ulty and students reco~1y~r '. _
_Cpris I§ ·. , off ·the 'fampus·. and work with these
. . Kathy s~ys that while grades may
law has .really come alive for me. The
the value of _this type _0 : work.
glad that this recognition has · contmt1~d
clients.
:: ,
be_~ fapt~r th,ai' pub Ii~ , i,nterest e~p!~yers · otl)er · interns that I worked with this
"Clien{~,:i ave a lot to teach us,"
Iool,c,, at, .p}ore importantly they look at _a
summerc all agree with me that this offfoe
through Students for Public Interest Law ·
(SPIL). He is proud that in the past , Kathy points ciuf:s,;'she has met people who .c<>~lllitmint t~-pybl/c jntt:rest law. , This
really; lias :its act together when it comes
couple of years, there have been two)W!.L~~- · are dealing with, things that she can only _comm
_ itmen,t may be sh. own either through_
·· •
·
· d
d d
·
h ·
runnmg an internship program. It is very
Stlpen s_ awar _e to summer _mtems at t e : ·. imaghie_·_· ·an'd :,_;_ th. ey are doing it with,
w_. _or_
.king in. a C, lini£ or working duri1'}g the
L I A d s0 ty
organized- and there .., are - many
1
ega i
_ci_e ·
· •·
,. "Grace, dignity, and courage."
smnme,,r ~_o r,,;__ an~ther i public , interest
•
·
.....
•• ·
Chr
J
tr
J
d th t
' opportunities for interns»o be involved
1s 1s a so ex eme Y pr_ou
a
_
Kath,, enjoys helping people help
o_rganiza
, tio_n ..,,,, ,_,,,· .· ,, .. _; ·
. ,·.
'•·h h ·•,
k - ·, ' ~
··
ti II
l
h
k
h
"']'
•
Wit t e wor in this office.
·
a e ow. a um . as com~ to wor _at. t e '.. thimseJves by giving _them the tools or
, v,,,. 1, Sh~ rejy,c~ tqe ,t;U'.gu~e~t ~Y. IJ½UlY
, ,, i•(ani teilly grateful that these
o,p.·tions to . deal with any problems that
people that they can't afford to do. pµblic ·
· ·
Legal Aid Society straight out of
h 1 H
th t K th D
· -·
·
~
·
··attorneys, who '·are some of the busiest
She views her
tnt~res~, la'X. ~~e says, "Wl).ere _there is a , pedple I have ever met, have taken •the
sc oo . e says a a Y o~ was Y!_fY. : · · tliey . :Ar.e ,,. facing.
well prepar~d by her ed_u:ation he!~:-. at'.:,:._:,r~lattopslifp with a client as a partnership
will,, there js ' a way."
, ,, . . ;
time to teach ine 'something. Since ·school
__~_:··_/ an_· d ·tr
_ies:_to give the client a sense that he
, ., .
Kathy·. says that people whq _say
·
CUA
_, especially by her c_ Im,i,cal educ_ation
, .
.
.
started,· I have been working ' with Kathy
Chri s says _th at K ath Y is, Im_pressive m..· · or._ she lias some power in the situation.
that ·th_e,y camiot afford to work (or_-• free
h er 1ega1 sk iII s an d her cormmtment to her ,,,.. ·, '. · Kathy's faith drives her to
Doan on many of her cases and have seen
dur
_, i_ng . the summer · could ,__do . some
II b ·
,
first hand her commitment.
I · am
emg.'
·. co~it herself at some level to work on
volunteer work o_n_.t_h_ e side_. She.po_ints _o ut
c ients we
especially thankful to Chris Herrling ' for
Kathy came to CUA Law with the
Justice issues.
that ther~ ~are various schCJlarship,
taking' me under his wing when I started
intention of practicing public interest law.
·
Kathy is one of two bi-lingual
fe_llowship, and l_o_~.. r~pa_yment assi?t,anc~ ,.
,
working there and for showing me what
She worked at the Central American ·; staff
,· attorneys at the Legal Aid Society.
programs to help those who want to
_
practicing public interest law is really all
Refugee Center before coming to law -· _$~~points out that the Legal Aid Society
pr~<;:~i~e )?:4blic,:intere~.\ J aw_..,_ .. .
•about"
school. While working there, she saw how '."~ ~~ p ade a concerted effort to reach out · J •i J ji; Jf.i),;<?.lfJla-Yi~J:?U!r~€;,ou.s, l~~s71§9~
:: , , -.. .,,
?LU , o lJ!>'!:J]5 i 'lG'lV -ih u rUl hloll W »id 11h 'tu l!Ulilniil ,~ fi:r:tl'lt ii , 0 iill'1·l -,,H' :-hd"'
.· _ . . _ f · I ,'!; , ., , .-,. ,, , ,d, ,· . ,
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.
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Phil Fuller .
'' Eighth Year
Mid-Afternoon ·

., · ':),· The following is a synopsis ofthe
' articles -'appearing, irl · the:•Tiiw~r/ at-weekly
newsp_ii,p~r .. :foJ i '~r'.' . S:'!tir~n u~iv:ersity
popuiation ..: we · offer di~ .µµo_nnati01Ho
better inform t~~ law students to the
goings on aro~d campus.

September 16th Issue
The CUA football team won its
first game of the _season over Gettysburg
College with the score 20 to 14. With the
record of 1-0, the CUA Cardinals (that's
what our nickname just in case you didn't
know) have now \YOO as many games as
they did all last. season.
In pther earth-shattering news,
Housing and Residential Services (HRS)
will change Regan Hall to a freshman
resident college. Regan is currently an
upperclassmen dorm of singles, but not so
next year. Instead, it will be a residential
college like . Engelhard Hall with an
emphasis on university service. The HRS
is making the change because the
Engelhard received 200 applications with
this year's freshman class. (Hey you, wake
up. At least feign interest in this stuff.)
As part of Rape Awareness Week,
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: the university's · Undergraduate Student
Govemment(USG) organized participation
. in the ·eveiits: afound·' the D.'C . area:' The
' everits included a rally"' 1and ; a march at
.. DuPont iOircle, a candlelight vigil'
%e
, 'law -schoof lawii, iis1rwell s'everal skits' 'aiid
'
4
,·,· '
activities.
,, 1; • ' " ' · 1 ' '
1
1 1•, ' ;l
:1 ,rpikS'· an<i ': the ·2R~sidence Hall
Association {RHA) . spdnsoi ed·' 1' 1D.C.
Weekend on Septem:ber 15tli-18th. · The
weekend exposed the participants to the
D.C. area. The weekend included a tour of
the Smithsonian, a midnight monument
tour, a dinner tour of D.C. and a tour of
The National Zoo. If you wanted to go on
any of these fabulous events, you're a bit
late.
·
In ·its · continuing · quest · to be a
· radio station, WCUA is trying to, switch to
a more interactive program. For those of
you who are unsure what interactive radio
is, it's talk. WCUA wants to have lots of
talk shows added to their programming.
However, they face evil budget constraints
·and are looking for additional funding.
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September 23rd Issue
The natives were restless this past
week, when the USG hosted a forum to
discuss student problems with HRS. HRS
Director Tom Ellett fielded questions from
an ugly audience but found that most of
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the problems people had with HRS were
ones where HRS acted as an advisor only.
The only real bone the undergrads had to
pick was HRS reserving the back room in
the Cardinal for graduate students only.
They're really upset about this aren't they?
Ah, they're only undergrads. Who cares.
In a beautiful example of acting
before you think, the sophomore and
junior classes are going to have to pick up
the entire bill for their picn!c held in
Centennial Village last week. The classes
had hoped that the RHA would help with
the costs but had not received confirmation
by the time of the picnic. And guess what?
RHA said too bad. We're not paying for
it. ·Gift certificates from Kitty O'Shea's
were given out, and the RHA gave that as

'

the main reason for their refusal. This
mistake will cost the sophomore and junior
classes IO percent ·of their yearly budget.
The Towel (opps, Tower) printed
a picture of two law students sitting on a
bench outside the law school. In typical
unprofessional manner, The Towel (opps,
Tower) neglected to get the name of those
two students. If you recognize them, bring
those names by the Judicial Notice and let
us know who those two students are so we
can give those two the notoriety they
deserve.
As a final note, the Cardinals
(that's the CUA football team) won again.
That's two wins. More than the entirety of
last semester. Look out Penn State. CUA
is on a roll.
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Jubi.cia:I
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Published by the students of the Columbus School
of Law at the Catholic Uni verity of America on a
semi-monthly basis.

No apology, no regrets
The reaction to the last issue of Judicial Notice has been amazing. The news
story and editorial regarding delays in the completion of the chapel and the placement
of Crucifixes in the classrooms of the new law school building have prompted -- or
provoked, depending upon your point of view -- considerable interest. Despite harsh
denunciations of our coverage and editorial stance -- including one suggestion by a
faculty member that we apologi:ze and another inquiring about the source of our
funding -- Judicial Notice stands by its story and is, in fact, deeply gratified that we
have ignited so robust a debate.
Even so, a number of serious points raised by detractors of our coverage and
edi >ial must be addressed -- points all the more serious given the genuine stature of
the faculty members raising the objections. It would seem Professors Fishman,
Barracato, and Zuckman all believe that the paper's news story about concerns in the
law school community over the chapel and Crucifix issues crossed the line from
objective reporting into advocacy. They challenge our reporting of concerns raised by
sometimes unnamed sources. Overall, Judicial Notice, it is suggested is an unbalanced
tool of right wing propaganda -- a charge raised even by one of the paper's regular
liberal columnists. Other concerns include the suggestion that the paper's aggressive
stand might intimidate non-Catholic students and make them feel unwelcome, thus
damaging the "decorum" and "civility" of the law school community. And finally, we
are told Judicial Notice has engaged in the spinning of conspiracy theories which
impugn the integrity of Dean Rohner (whose word, by the way, we do not question).
We cannot possibly respond in this space to all the charges -- not to mention
misrepresentations and unwarranted. inferences -- made by our critics. But here some
points of rebuttal. The news story merely reported some students and faculty were
dissappointed and concerned over the delays -- an undisputable fact which it is
perfectly legitimate to report. Some of the sources for the story were unnamed, but
given the E-Mail eruption among the faculty, can you blame them for not inviting
upon themselves the attacks now targeted at this paper? There is no question that our
editorial slant is to the right. If that troubles some, too bad. Not all of us are
sensitive, politically correct liberals. But we welcome a diverse range of opinions to
our pages -- including regular columnists to letters to the editor. It is has been and
remains our practice to publish all submissions, unedited for content. While we do not
wish to make anyone -- non-Catholics included -- to feel uncomfortable, we do not
think it is reasonable for that to mean never stating a plain, unvarnished opinion about
the danger we perceive to our Catholic heritage from documented past conduct by
University officials. It was our intention simply to point out the risk some concerned
Catholics might interpret these delays more ominously given past episodes.
We are all adults. We do not expect everyone to agree with us. But let us
not be afraid of a frank and open exchange. Ad hominen attacks and crying foul when
you disagree does not, promote such a dialogue. And keep those letters coming!

Editor-in-Chief: Sam Coring. Assistant Editor: James Renne. Editor
Emeritus: Dan Birmingham. News Editor: Eric Menge. Sports Editor: Justin
Daly. Photo Editor: Bill Shiraki. Contributing Editor: Michael Lee. Editorial
Board: Sam Coring, James Renne, Dan Birmingham, Joe Devaney.
Contributors to this issue: Terry Annis, Professor Lou Barracato, Dan
Birmingham, Chuck Clapton, Sam Coring, Justin Daly, Professor Clifford Fishman,
Phil Fuller, Mark Goldberg, Marjorie Fields Harris, Elisabeth Kehoe, P. Nick Koufos,
Michael Lee, Nick Manicone, Professor Raymond Marcin, Eric Menge, Peter Pfohl,
James Renne, Andy Rivas, Amy Thompson, Richard Zanfardino, Gino Zavarella, and
Professor Harvey Zuckman.
Editorial Policy: Opinions expressed in items featured in Judicial Notice do
not necessarily reflect the views of Judicial Notice, its editorial board, or staff. All
readers are encouraged to submit letters to the editor, classified ads, or other material
for publication. Such items should be submitted on 3.5 inch computer disc in
WordPerfect format and may be dropped off in the Judicial Notice office, Room 109,
just off of the Student Lounge.
Judicial Notice is a student-run publication relying entirely upon the help of
volunteers. If you would like to get involved, please contact Editor-in-Chief Sam
Coring or Assistant Editor James Renne.
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Sound Off
Letters from our Readers
Chapel, Crucifu:es

manners.

Paper damages
community,
Articles lack
fairness, civility

It is bad journalism, because if a
news article discusses someone's position
on an issue, it should report that person.'s
explanation of the position, not your
reporter's (or your anonymous source's)
It is terrible
characterization of it.
lawyering, because a lawyer cannot
adequately refute the other side's argument
unless she understands it. And it's bad
manners, because -- oh, heck, if you don't
know why it's bad manners, better ask
your parents.
Finally, the editorial:
"The concern among some
Catholic members of the faculty and
student body is that the law school may be
backing away from the institution's proud
Catholic heritage ~-2 identity under
pressure from no~atholic members of
the faculty or~erllaps, in response to the
general tide of political correctness."
The editorial then equates
"reluctance to place Crucifixes in the
classroom" with support for
homosexuality, heresy, abortion,
"scandalous liturgies," and witchcraft.
Thus the editorial, combined with
the two passages in the article, contains an
implicit but unmistakable accusation:
"The non-Catholic professors who oppose
Crucifixes in the classrooms are antiCatholic."
Unwitting, or malicious?
There are two possibilities. One
is that you did not realize that this
accusation was implicit in the article and
editorial. The other is that the implicit
accusation was a calculated attempt to
intimidate and silence those who disagree
with you. I hope it's the former, not the
latter; because if the accusation was
deliberate and your purpose was to
intimidate, what we're dealing with is not
merely bad writing and sloppy thinking,
but intolerence and malice.
I believe that was not your
intention; that you just got carried away a
bit and didn't think things through. It
happens to the best of us.
(Yes,
sometimes even to calm, rational, eventempered Professor Fishman. What you
are reading now differs somewhat from the
first draft of this letter!)
I assume you wrote as you did
out of zeal, without malice or intent to
intimidate. The sad fact, nevertheless, is
that your article and editorial have
damaged the school.
Not because of its impact on the
faculty; we don't intimidate easily.

Dear Editor:
It is clear, from the tone and
content of your lead article and editorial
(September 14), that you have a lot to
learn about fairness, accuracy, civility, and
the art of persuasion. Because these
virtues, social graces, and skills are
important attributes of the kind of attorney
we strive to help our students become, and
because the article and editorial have
seriously disrupted the sense of community
that is one of our school's most important
assets, I feel compelled to write.
I will highlight two particularly
offensive passages from the article and one
from the editorial, discuss them, and then
go on to the broader issues involved.
From the article:
"It has been reported to Judicial
Notice by some faculty sources that some
non-Catholic members of the faculty
object to the display of Crucifixes, despite
the Catholic heritage of the law school and
the University's long tradition of
displaying Crucifixes.
... [T]he delay ...has raised concerns
among concerned Catholic members of the
faculty and student body that the law
school may bow to pressure from a few
non-Catholic members of the faculty to
abandon the Crucifix tradition."
These passages creat the
impression that the faculty is divided
between Catholics and "a few nonCatholics," i.e. a schism among the faculty
along religious lines -- a dangerous and
unfortunate development, if it were true,
and therefore an allegation which ought
not to be published in a newspaper until
the editors have confirmed its accuracy.
Happily, it is not true. Our differences on
the question do not split along religious
lines.
The fact is, in the informal
discussions we've had on the subject,
Catholics and non-Catholics are on both
sides of the issue.
Making sure you have the facts
right is not only good journalism; it is also
essential to the successful practice of law.
If this basic axiom has escaped your notice
heretofore, consider yourselves instructed
on it now.
The question naturally arises:
"Why would some members of the faculty
oppose putting Crucifixes in the
classrooms?" According to the article, it's
because they want to "pressure" the school
into "abandoning" its "heritage" and
, "traditions." Here too, I'm afraid, the
article demonstrates bad journalism and
terrible lawyering, no to mention bad

Impact

What concerns me is that many
non-Catholic students will be intimidated:
"If I say something those guys dislike, on
the nature of the chapel or Crucifixes in
the classroom or homosexuality or
abortion or witchcraft or anything else

See,LETIERS
page 9
Judicial Notice

LETTERS
from page 8

by, for example, inviting faculty members
or students on each side of the issue to
submit columns on the question. Each
side could teach the other and learn from
the other. Isn't that what we are here for?

they decide is 'heresy,' I'll be ostracized,
shunned, harassed, or worse."
Ifwe allow such intimidation, we
al/ lose. Those who have been intimidated
Community
will resent the experience bitterly; this will
I have been at this university
spoil law school for them and, indirectly,
since 1977. I love being here. 1 am proud
affect others as well. Friendships will
to be a member of this "community of
wither. Class discussions, study sessions,
scholars, both faculty and students," that is
and even casual conversations may become
committed to the vigorous pursuit of "truth
stilted and guarded. The quality of the
in all its forms" and is dedicated to "serve
education we give our students will suffer:
the needs"ofhuman society." (I'm quoting
if you don't participate in vigorous and
and paraphrasing the "Aims of the
open debate on deeply felt issues while
In a world which has
University.")
you are here, you'll be less able to hold
become increasingly "value-neutral," I
your own later.
respect and cherish our school's
The reputation of the school
commitment "to cultivate and impart an
would also suffer: "Don't go there! If understanding of Christian faith within the
you say the 'wrong' thing, you'll be context of human inquiry and values."
accused of heresy." Lamentably, this in
"Community" is not merely an
turn will give ammunition to those who
empty word at this law sc'hool; it exists
repeat the slander that to be Catholic is to
and is one of our most precious assets. It
be anti-intellectual.
is a sense that we are all partners here, not
Worst of all, the sense of in spite of our religious or racial or ethnic
differences, but, in part, because of them.
community, that we're all in this together,
That sense is expressed when the official
that we have a common purpose and goal
· law school calendar includes the major
and values, has been damaged.
Jewish holidays, when Professor Mintz is
invited to speak to the Guild of Catholic
Crucifixes
At first I did not want to discuss
Lawyers, when Professor Wagner arranges
to videotape his classes on Rosh Hashanah
my view of the Crucifix issue in this
and Yorn Kippur so Jewish students won't
letter, because the main point I want to
have to choose between ignoring the High
make is that regardless of how one views
the merits of that issue, JN' s coverage of Holidays or falling behind in class, when
it was dreadful and has created a problem · the Guild and the Jewish Law Student
Association jointly sponsor a model
that the school must address. I've been
Passover seder -- to cite just a few
persuaded, however, that it might be useful
examples that I find particularly moving
for me to express my views.
and gratifying.
I understand why some faculty
JN has damaged that sense of
members (Catholic and non-Catholic) are
community. We should act quickly to
reluctant to have Crucifixes in the
minimize that damage. This letter is
classrooms:
a Crucifix might be
offered as one step. Along the same lines,
intimidating to non-Catholics, and make
I am recommending that the Jewish Law
them feel uncomfortable and unwelcome.
Student Association invite a Catholic
Surely anyone with an open mind will
professor to speak to us about the meaning
agree that this is a valid concern: we want
all who come here to feel welcome and
and significance of the Crucifix and why
unintimidated.
its presence in the classroom is so
But although I understand this
important. I'm sure others will have
viewpoint, I disagree with it.
The
worthwhile suggestions.
majority should be sensitive to the
It would help considerably if JN
concerns of the minority, but that
has the grace and maturity to
obligation flows the other way, too. The
acknowledge, and apologize for, the
presence of a Crucifix in the classroom is
damage it has done.
important to many Catholics as a
Clifford S. Fishman
reaffirmation of who they are and where
Professor of Law
they are and why they chose to attend, or
teach, at this school. Because we cannot
Reaction to editorial
reconcile these two valid concerns; it is
fair and right that Crucifixes should be in
the classrooms. This is, after all, not just
another law school. It is the law school of
The Catholic University of America, and
we are proud of that fact.
As a result of conversations I
have had this week with several
Dear Editor:
colleagues, I think I have some
The Editorial Board of the
understanding why many Catholics are
Judicial Notice needs to get a collective
disappointed that the Crucifixes are not up
clue. The rantings of the last editorial
yet, and why they felt the need to express
("What is going on?") was a pathetic
that disappointment and concern. Out of
respect for those who may be discomforted
attempt at finding something to complain
by a Crucifix in a classroom, however, the
about at an otherwise outstanding place of
learning.
issue should be discussed with tact and
tolerance and civility. JN had a wonderful
The conspiratorial, paranoid
opportunity to contribute to this process
delusions of the Board at the very least

Paper off-base,
chapel not first
priority

September 28, 1994

served the purpose of giving an otherwise _ does not need me to defend him, but if
healthy laugh to a rough day, albeft
anyone believes the rhetoric passing as
unintentionally. I sincerely hope that the
news, then we should submit Rohner's
editorial was done tongue-in-cheek, as a
name to Mark Lane, Oliver Stone, or
means of tweaking the administration for
James Garrison, because then you would
not having completed all work on the law
believe that he must have had something
school in time for classes.
to do with the Kennedy assassination.
What free time you must have on
Over the years the one constant
your hands! To come up with such a
that made me feel comfortable at CUA
religiously divisive editorial (while also
was the tolerant acceptance of varying
finding a way to border on homophobia at
views, and the religious and political
the same time) must have taken a chunk
diversity among the students and faculty.
out of your day. Managing to mention
I felt pride when Jewish alumni told me
witchcraft on campus was, of course, pure
they felt a more comfortable educational
genius.
and personal environment here than they
I wonder if the editorial board
experienced at their non-sectarian
would have preferred a chapel when
undergraduate schools.
classes started, or classrooms? Budgets
I for one do not appreciate, nor
restrict progress, and rational people must
do I accept, JN's definition of our
evaluate priorities.
At a law school
Christian mission, even if I believe I have
(emphasis on the "school" part), rooms
an obligation to defend their right to their
conducive to learning are paramount, as is
opm1on. But opinion it is, and when
a library, and offices where faculty may
identified as such, I could elect to accept,
meet with students.
agree, respond, or ignore it. However,
Assuming Judicial Notice does
when that opinion perme~tes the "news" as
not report that the path leading to the
well, then it is my responsibililty to shout
National Shrine has been turned into a
out that they are wrong, oh so wrong, and
minefield by non-Catholics, I think the
I want everyone to know that this is a
Shrine would do well as a temporary place
place for diversity and tolerance, and I
to pray until construction is completed. I
want everyone to feel comfortable and
think the administration knew this as well.
welcome.
The editorial board should look at all
Louis J. Barracato
surrounding circumstances before engaging
Associate Professor of Law
in religious demagoguery.
Richard M. Zanfardino
JN ''propaganda"
Second Year, Day

Many liberals
on campus too,
JN intolerant,
Birmingham
article crosses
line into opinion misguided on
health care
Dear Editor:
Chapel Story, Editorial

I have spent more than half of my
entire life on the campus of this university,
and during that time I have witnessed an
ebb and flow of political and philosophical
action and opinion, some of which elated
me, and some of which frustrated me, but
all of which challenged me to think and
participate.
Last week, upon receipt of
Judicial Notice, I read the lead article
editorial, and I did not want to believe that
the views expressed in the two articles
could represent the views of the majority
of our students, or the views of a ma_lority
of our Catholic students. I wondered how
my Catholic and non-Catholic colleagues
would react to such a public challenge to
the very fabric of our institution.
I figured that someone would
respond and I could then add my m<,ral
support to them. However, I did not have
a very good weekend thinking about this,
and I don't want to wait and see how
someone else might respond, I need to
cleanse myself.
By suggesting that the Dean, or
the Building Committee, conspired to
delay the Chapel as an intentional slight at
the · Catholic community is either
defamatory or just bad journalism, neither
of which should be tolerated. The Dean

Dear Editor:
If you are reading this anywhere
but on the op-ed page, cease and desist
immediately for it is not a news story or
even a feature. It is an opinon piece, pure
and simple. And one of its two purposes
is to draw a contrast between honestly
labeled opinion and the propaganda found
nearly everywhere in the pages of Judicial
Notice, such as GOP stalwart Dan
Birmingham's diatribe against Hillary
Clinton and his misguided attack on the
administration's health care proposal.
The second purpose of this piece
is to let students, particularly first years,
know that you are not totally surrounded
by clones of Rush Limbaugh. There are,
believe it or not, many students, faculty,
and staff who are Democrats, moderates,
and yes, even liberals who believe decent
health care for all Americans is a right that
our wealthy society can and should
recognize', who believe that the NRA and
its membership should go straight to hell
and not "Pass Go" on the way.
First, let me take on Dan

See,LETTERS
page 10
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Birmingham and ask, "Why shouldn't the
Democratic Administration ignore GOP
solutions, "After all, history teaches us that
if the Republicans had had their way in the
1930's there would be no Social Security
today. If they had had their way as a
coalition with southern Democrats in the
1960's there would be no major .civil
rights legislation on the books. And if
they had had their way in the l970's
Medicare for the elderly would still be a
dream.
Has the . elephant really chang~d
its tusks in the 1990's? Not if the GOP'·s
, shameful conduct in trying to derail the
. crime bill is any indication. And the
_GOP's high-sounding words about letting
the market determine the allocation of
, medical resources has a· mighty hol,low
.• ring when their numbers are crunc_lJ~d-an,d
we find that less than 87 perce11t of
Americans would have adequate _medical
. services.
Granted, the Clintons_have made
mistakes in pushil)g for healtjl care ref,9rm
. but those mistakes are of the heart . .Th~y
. want every cqild, woman and man to have
decent health ' care and not
have to defer it
. .
for want of money.
_
That's more than can be said for
"~ur penny-pinching, nickel-nursing, beancounting friends in the Republican Party
. who seem intent only on protecting the
. ecQpoi:nic gap between the haves and have. nots, which gap substantially increased .
_during the '.'me first" y~ars of Reag~ ,a nd :
' Busp. . . ~ •/l:,•.,: 'F,.'4 ~- 'J c. · ;,,~;,y \
The ,,thing
that sarldens .me most .·
;- ~-- t' ·,-•,t; -:,r/_
,c•)~;;(; '.J·,,'fi LiJ 1•/,;:., 1/qff•i
,a bout .D,m) piycf , is ?Js, pen,~tuat.i9.p.,J>f
- the . American
Medical - Association .
shib_b oleth that if we woud ~niy put a ~ap ·
·- on ·'malpractice awards we would have
cheaper medical care in this country. ,.I s~y
. "sadden" because I had Dan in torts and he
must have missed the class sessions on
· medical malpractice. To my knowledge
there are no credible independent studies
._ establishing that malpractice , awards
. contribute s_ignificantly to the· cost of
medical care. I concede that the ability .of
·persons injured by the ~egligenc~ -of their
doctors to 'go into court and obtain
damages does cause doctors to act with
greater care and that greater care (known
perjoratively as defensive medicine) costs
money. Fostering greater care in all of its
manifestations is, of course, a major
objective of the tort-liability system.
Is anyone (besides Dan) so naive
to believe that if we cap medical
malpractice awards the doctors will
immediately cut their fees and service
charges and reduce the number of tests and
other services they prescribe? Remember,
so-called "defensive medicine" yields the
individual caregivers, hospitals, and labs
greater profits. Will they rush to curtail
their businesses? I think not.
Turning to the editorial page, at ·
least the right-wing propaganda is properly
labeled there and that is about the best I
can say for Sam Coring's editorials. A
favorite past-time of Rush Limbaugh
clones is playing the conspiracy game.
Sam is no exception. He hints at dark
- '

r
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conspiracy·delaying the completion of the
-chapel.
. , I :will state flatly, not as opinion
but as fact that the chapel is not yet
completed because the planning for it
-began'' later than for the building . as a
whole .artd the church· archite.ct involved
has ·numerous other projects with which lie
is involved. I know this because I was on
the building committee from -tbe
beginning. What we have here is not a
conspiracy but primarily a late start.
Finally, let me say to all of 'you
in - the Columbus School of Law
community · _wh'o 'are of a ·moderate ' to
liberal persuasion and who feel faolated by
the 'constant barrage · of right~wing
propaganda from Judicial Notice: · ''You
are··· n.o t _alone." And ·if you desh to
change · things, join the staff of .JN ·and
wish tfre current editors and columnists
"Godspeed" in graduating from · ttiis
institution.
r
;!

Harvey· L. Zuckman
Professor of La~

Academic freedom ,.

T

,t,, '-·

_JN taises.. fa:it . . . _\·;:,
issue, P_C ~ritics-.
real threat to
free discourse

1

·,.

Dear Editor: --.·

'

'

' _;! ,-:· 1O\iver· Wenclell1 Hil1mes1 or,rce
wr:O.te,,r~r.W,Jheii
.µien2ha~:t:'.reafize11:loal
L
time, has upset-inany,Jighting faiths-; the!)(
may. come t-0.believe even mor.e·than .they
believe the very foundations of their ·.own
conduct that -the ultimate· good desired is
better:reached by, free trade i'n ideas 1-, that
the best · test of truth i·s the power of
thoughr · to get , itself · accepted in the
competition of the market; and;t hat truth is
the only ground upon which·-theirwishes
safely can be carried out:"' ,, , . ;.-· -· · 1
This past summed had. the;honcir
of delivering several lectur:es to· andhaviiig
formalized discussions,· with ~ audiences
comprising faculty members and students
at the schools of law and political science
at the Silesian University in Katowice,
Poland. Most of the lectures dealt with
various issues in American constitutional
law, but -two of them dealth with legal
education in the United S-tates. At one
point I found myself discussing what it
means to teach and study at a specifically
Catholic law _school in the United States.
The usual question was asked:
What's different · about teaching or
studying at a Catholic law school? I've
answered that question many times and in
many differing ways. I usually answer
that question in terms of a Catholic
atmosphere or a Catholic intellectual
heritage, but this time I discussed neither
of those things -- and I surprised myself
with the answer I gave. After some
thought I found myself suggeting that the
greatest benefit of teaching and studying at
a Catholic law school is the academic
freedom that exist-: there.

At a Catholic law 'school one does
· not : have· to bend one's knees - to the
dogmas - of ' the political · ·correctness
movement which is currently and
prevalently besetting most American
university ·campuses. · Where else.. in
America today than at a ·Catholic
· university are · both sides ··of today's
·controversial social issues explored full
voice and unapologetically? ~ ·Where else
·can openly and avowedly pro-choice
faculty members have •equal expectations
. of tenure and promotion in A:medca today
than at a Catholic law school? Where-else
·can both sides ofthe quesiion ·ofthe moral
pr.opriety · or improptiety of homosexual
conduct · be thoroughly- and seriously
explored?
•' .
, ,·
· ·The' · thought :·• i's
almost
counterintuitive. Given · the impressive
success·" ·of .' the , political ' correctiless
movement in : •keeping· socially
conservative, pro-·life, · and ' traditional
bible-oriented people !!Jtd opinions -~mt of
American academia,- one of '- the last
bastions of true academic freedom left in
the United S~ates t _oday is the ' Catholic
un•iversity, \:':>'.i ,, n • l,' !'.c' ".I' 1/ . ·'. : ,.-_,;-:,
1

,: · ;..;:,, . .Amazing! :,;,I ;don'·t ,doubt.,that
ther,e _!}fer1someJ Cath01ic ,un:jv.ersities-, and
law .scbo.ols _which. have suc.cutnbed to the
political .cory:ectness ,. movement. ,It .takes
careful
nurturing to
preserve an
atmosphere ip. - which both ,'.'politi.cally
correct" - and ,,'Jpolitic<!llY . incorrect"
vi~wpo_ints are ;honestly · and honorably
expl9r,ed. , ,_
~,.,
In r~cent years. our own Catholic
law s.chool ~as beenJvery fortunate. We
h1:JY~;µp,;toq11ow .Me!Oableoto ny:rture :and

;' - •• '·

.. .-.... '

'

Ii:

of an opinion is, that iC1s · robbihg th'e
human race; poster.ity -~ :::well as the
existing generation; ' those who dissent
from '. the opirlion, still inore than those
who .hold it." · ' ~'
No doubt some tnay- honestly feel
that the concerns JN expressed in its last
issue concerning the·apparent deterioration
in our commitment to the school's
CathQlic identity are overblown. Those
who . feel that way may be chastened to
learn that ·our school, .in the current edition
9f Matindale-Hubbell's Directory of Law
,Schools,, has, described -itself as "nonsectarian."
The fact ; that we now
apparently prefer to describe: ourself as a
"n6n-sectarian" ·law school,~when coupled
· with the .events ( or non-events)-chronicled
in the ,recent edition:of--JN -~~' the complete
· lack of' Crucifixes in the common areas Jf
the building and.the empty ceilingless hr lk
of a room whete · a chapel , had been
· planned -- underscore the question rightly
· asked' in JN_~s-recent editorial: -'!What-is
going on.?" Why is ~eing ,taken to task
for asking ·that queS{V>n? What indeed is
going.- on here? ~'.•,
, , ,,; .. • ,
.-. Raymond B. Marcin
::)! ,; :\-'· )"

t

J•·

:Professor of-Law

· Chape/,1,Crucif~es ·, · -

;Paper'-ori target,
-speaks
for lmany
.
.
silent
Catholics
~~• -

-'

.

.

-

'

-

').

,De\lf Editor:

.)1,_, , ,

.-,n.l

. "' ,~ ,, -,., -,., ·

BfitS~XM:n 1fl8hrnJlG~9.f1ffi~RaJ~1u<H?:~h :,,~~ ~.;:·,;, -~/,X.9\i\n.---mi ~~~'gr.at\lfa~dw n
<}~~ 9sp_~w ~;•,i~•lp t ~m 1$~t Jil~!~~J!l\Wll 9f •.J he,J~ir ,apd. ,\J,i,ili,mc:;~d, trec:!tment . that , you
the ope!_me,ss oqhe ,ae:a9emjc atlJlqsphere
hen,: at 104r ~wn Ca!hqlic law SFho_o.l in;the
past e:ouple of years has been Olll;_scho.oJ's
11ewspaper, JN. , ,The !¥t serera.l _is!,ues
have sparkled with .viewpoints of the
political .• and re,ligious. left,'-cJ.!l.ct" .,right
vigorously, ?pe_µly,. and unapol_ogetically
pres~n.t(!d with ,a _ful! y,oi_SY· , The:: JN ,o .-ft~e
pa,st ~p9pl,~ of_y.t.ars has,b~i::n ~ m_i~roco§µt
of ~~~!;,11;,t~r,,;tY)-iy~rs.i,t y,,s~q~lq I be ,~:,,-a,
marketplace ofiW&a~., ,, 1- ubdi ;,-;:, 1,,,1-,,
.
. The1 s~d,J,:~c~ _is, ho'Y~v~r, that the
intjmidations ; of the political . correctness
movement are formidable. There are those
who appear to believe that every student
has some sort of natural or constitutional
right to be exposed only to the dogmas of
the political correctness movement, and
that ideas in opposition to those dogmas
can only be explored for purposes . of
negation, and then only wit}:l tlie proper
obeisance to the established wi~dom of the
political left. I hope JN will not succumb
to the~e intimidations. . They are usually
voiced in terms of adherence to standards
of taste or professionalism or decorum or
community-spiritedness or respect for
others.
But their effect if not their
motivation -- make no mistake about it -is the silencing of "politically incorrect"
opinion.
John Stuart Mill once wrote
(almost as if he were speaking directly to
those who would intimidate the editors of
JN into silence or obeisance), "[The]

particular evil of silencing the expression

_gave _in- the last issue of JN .to a very
pivotal issue confronting the administration
.of the law school. . • Indeed, -this matter
, goes . to the very -existence ·of the law
_school's,soul! You have properly raised to
a level of conscious (and informed) debate
a ·matter which. has. been. bantered about
since last ..year and - one --that has ·been
-pa$sed ,pff . by · some i,: -as , trivial .and
inconsequential ,and ..eve.n ~offertsive"· to
some.
.r .., You
as ,,,, entitled
, -· ,_-are ·..
-.._ " .. -at -The

Washington Post, The New York Times,

and The Wall Street Journal to present a
posture on key issues to the law scho9i
community in any way that you determine
to be editorially correct. This is,- I would
suggest, consistent with what Professor
Zuckman stresses. in his classes as an
inherent right of a free press; and certainly
consistent with what we claim is part of an
open democracy.
It ~s.,, fµrthermore,
consistent with the teaching _of Jesus
Him~elf, who taught that the TRUTH
makes us free.. TRUTH can never be
discovered if there is no open level of
discussion.
'
It is a tribute to you and your
staff in choosing to keep this issue alive
that many of us in the silent majority, as
_well as those self-annointed spokepersons
professing to speak for ALL others of the
so-called "opposition" have, alike, been

See,LETTERS
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that the Catholic University of America, a administrators have refused to pay dues to
Ms. Kehoe is treating the issue of
pro-life school, was paying our money into the pro-choice ABA, but the majority of the death penalty like it was a hypo on
the dues fund. However, before I decided the faculty are still members. Further, no
some test. This issue is real. It is about
awakened to the symbolic significance to approach the administration about this one is certain how many teachers would
real people dying from violent crimes,
which attaches to the law school policy anomaly I resolved to find out as much as 1 drop their membership if the system were
while their executioneers are sitting in jail
that questions the need to re-evaluate the I could about the issue. Here is what I changed, if any at all. All that is certain is
in club med version of a penal system.
that if the faculty were to pay their ABA
propriety of allowing THE Catholic discovered,
_
Ms. Kehoe claims that a degree
University Law School to have a REAL
Back in the '70's, shortly after dues individually, the low price of $100
(probably an undergraduate degree with no
chapel (designed as such and not down- Roe v Wade, the ABA attempted to follow would go up to about $150 per teacher per
real experience) in social work has piaced
graded to a multi-purpose meeting room the Supreme Court's judicial reasoning and year, if not more. The bottom line is that
her in a position to comment on the
because a mere handful are "offended" and officially take a pro-choice stand. a policy like the one I am advocating
psychological problems of individuals who
demand a "politically correct" policy in all However, the efforts by some in the House i could be the cause of more money going
commit violent crimes. While I, on the
law school operations) and place the sign of Delegates, the governing body of the ; to the ABA.
other hand, have only the humble
Some of you are probably
of OUR FA/TH, the Crucifix, throughout ABA, were shot down when a majority of
experience of living it.
the new building.
delegates voted to keep the organization wondering why I brought this whole mess
I have seen my friends die, I have
Isn't it a sad state of affairs that, neutral. It was discovered that most of the up in the first place if it's a no-win
been on the receiving end of a bullet, and ·
as we approach our new law school membership, including a significant situation. I do it for two reasons; the first
I have seen families torn apart by the
dedication, not one Crucifix is to be found number of pro-choice lawyers, felt it was , reason is because nearly every person I
tragedy of losing a loved one. I have also
except in a few faculty offices? What has improper for the ABA to take any sort of sought advice from on this issue suggested
worked with women who were victims of
happened to the handsome Crucifix which political position on as controversial and that I keep quiet about this until after the
violent crime and with police departments·
used to be in .the entrance to Leahy? Has divisive an issue such as abortion. That's ABA was done re-accrediting our school
to institute crime prevention · programs.
it been conveniently lost because a few the way things remained until 1990. That this semester. After a lot of soul searching,
And I can emphatically say that the death .
administrators regard it as a lightening rod was the year the House of Delegates though, I have come to realize that now is
penalty is a necessary and legitimate aspect
for controversy or politically incorrect to transformed the ABA into a powerful pro- the perfect time to bring this issue up. The
of sodety. And frankly, it is a tool not
ABA is not a little special interest group
display wi~h honor?
choice lobbying group.
utilized often enough. . · '
I congratulate you on your
One of the more disturbing facts that has lost its moral way. It is one of the
Violent crime is) ike a cancer on
tenacity and v1s1on in demanding, surrounding the whole issue is that ever most powerful lobbying associations in our
society, growing ·more malignant each
properly, that we, as a community of since 1990 the general membership has not country today and it is actively engaged in
year. While Ms. Kehoe, and in fairness
promoting an ideology that is repugnant
Roman Catholics at a PONTIFICAL . been allowed to vote on the ABA's
others, sit around debating about whether
and antagonizing to the moral teachings of, the cancer can be "rehabilitated," or
university administered by the bishops of . position. Apparently the governing body
this university. Right now with the
the Roman Catholic Church, and supported has refused to allow such a vote. How
whether it can be contained, the
by them financially as well, stand tall and ironic that an organization that calls itself completion of this new facility, while we
malignancy grows, slowly killing the entire ·
have the spotlight, the Columbus School of
be proud of our Catholic heritage, pro-choice will not allow its own
organism.
Instead of debating those .
Law should in fact confront the ABA on
WITHOUT APOLOGY, and hold those membership to exercise their choice.
issues, let's focus on excising the problem,
Moving on through my discovery this issue and others that are contrary to · before the patient dies.
individuals accountable for operating the
this school's mission.
law school to their major (and no longer phase, I further found out that despite the
I am sure that some people are
The other reason I raise the issue
silent) constituency.
ABA's status as the only game in town
horrified that I could actually advocate that
is because I believe that I would be doing
No Longer Silent there was one school who actually stopped
society take the life of another. I tell
the faculty a disservice if I did not address
paying into the ABA fund. That law
those indivuduals to wake up. When not
Editor's Note: Given the nature of the · school was Notre . Dame. I spoke to the them directly. It seems that people are
instituting the death penalty, society is
initial reaction and depth offeeling among dean of the midwest Catholic school and more.comfortable talking about you rather
implicitly killing others. The next time a
some members of the faculty, as reported he explained to me that when the ABA than to you. I understand that many of you
person is murdered, or a person is raped,
elsewhere in this issue, we well understand announced its new position that nearly on the faculty do not share the same
just think that (1.) this criminal is a
the reasons why the author of this last everyone on their faculty withdrew their -beliefs I do but tha:t has never stopped me
product of our penal system, (2.) that this
submission may have withheld his or her membership from the ABA. When that from admiring you. I would also like to
person was convicted of a violent crime
think that in tum you would respect why
name. Although we strongly prefer all happened the administration felt it was
before, but let go because of overI am asking you to withdraw your
submissions be signed by the author, it best to stop paying into the group fund
crowding. Others will say: well, just
collective membership from the ABA. R>
remains the informal, but so far unfailing, altogether. For the handful of faculty who
imprison them for life. Now there is an
force this University to act in a manner
policy ofthis paper to publish all letters to wished to remain ABA members the
idea.
·
the editor or opinion columns by our administration decided that it was best if contrary to its mission and pay money to
It costs more than $20,000 per
regular contributors, without fear or favor, those faculty members paid the dues on the ABA is to diminish the moral authority
prisoner' · per year to support these
that we as a religious law school have.
or editing as to content. ,
their own and then the school would later
prisoners. So, while Joe Rapist is sitting
CUA law is the sum of its students and
reimburse them individually.
in prison enjoying his three meals a day
•,taff, but more importantly it is what you
There are probably those of you
and a roof over his head (not to mention
Pro-choice stand of ABA
the faculty shape it to be. I ask you to
who are thinking that Notre Dame's
the athletic facilities that would make a
approach is only a round about way of please keep shaping CUA into the image
professional bodybuilder green with envy)
of a Catholic law school and that you as a
doing the same thing. For those of you
a child that needs a transplant is dying.
faculty ask the administration to stop
who are thinking this I would like to
Why is that child dying? Because society
paying money into the ABA dues fund.
suggest to you that maybe your law school
cannot pay for that needed transplant
Andy Rivas
education is being wasted on you. As
because it is too busy supporting Joe
President, Advocates for Life
lawyers we are supposed to understand the
Rapist.
finer points of the law and the importance
The article says that the death
Death penalty
of freedom for people to make their own
Dear Editor:
penalty will not provide a deterrence to
Early last semester I found out decisions. If our own law school were to
violent crime.
I have read that
that our law school pays the ABA dues for adopt the Notre Dame alternative then
interpretation too.
It was written by
the faculty. Apparently the American Bar CUA would not be forcing any teacher
someone against the death penalty, sitting
Association has a fund set up that allows into doing anything against his or her
behind a desk, and doing statistical
law schools to pay directly into it while respective conscience. Teachers would
analyses.
giving the law schools a group discount. still be free to join any professional
Ask the prisoners whether the
The average cost for a professor's annual association. The responsibility of dealing
death penalty would be a deterrence. Ask
dues is a low priced $ 100, thanks to the with the ABA would then fall squarely on
Dear Editor:
the people who live in violent
. the shoulders of the individual faculty
special group fund.
After reading Elisabeth C.
neighborhoods whether or not the death
The reason I · mention this , member.
Kehoe's article on her views of the death
penalty would be an effective deterrent.
However, before any of you start
interesting bit of faculty accounting is
penalty, I was elated. My feelings of They might not have read that it isn't a
because the ABA became a pro-choice agreeing with me there is more. When I
elation came not from what she wrote, but
deterrence. But they will tell you that it
organization a few years ago. I have heard approached the administration with my
rather that she is standing where she is,
on several occasions that the ABA is the concern and new idea I discovered that a
and that she is not sitting in any decision
See,LETTERS
only game in town but I was still surprised large percentage of teachers and
making position.

Faculty, school
ought to cut off
dues to group

Kehoe wrong,
punishment a
needed tool
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Objection To Crucifixes Is Unreasonable
aspect of this whole affair is that the
building committee, with Dean Leah
Wortham as its Chairman, has stalled
Day
Crucifixes and the chapel construction ..
The issue of Crucifixes in our Why are these so secondary -- especially
new law school building has been when compared to those worthless TV
controversial since the project began. In Information Monitors that take far too
the previous semester, as well as in· the much time to view (could you speed those
current semester, the heat is on -- and all things up, please).
sorts of truly sad comments have been
It has become clear that the
made regarding this issue.
building committe is either dishonest or of
Obviously, thre are no Crucifixes pseudo-competence regarding the religious
in the law school at present, nor are there' aspects of the building. It's not a good
any other religious symbols -- except, of choice tb face, but I pray it's the second.
course, for the religious references on tlie (Since school prayer is probably also
unwanted at CUA ' Law School, please
building itself.
And, of course, there's · no accept my apologies: mea culpa, mea
objection to the religious symbolism on culpa, mea maxima culpa).
the building -- probably because they're
One thing is for certain: there
not so specifically Catholic. Why don't will be Crucifixes in the law school
the opponents of religious symbols object building -- like it or not (if you're really
to the quotation of the Prophet Micah on against them you can make a Novena ·and
the building?
ask the intervention of Saint Jude, the saint
Perhaps the most disappointing of helpless cases).

Gino Zavarella
Third Year

LETTERS
from page 11
is.
Ms. Kehoe is full of idealism
which society does need. Unfortunately,
some of those idealistic views carry with
them very real costs, costs that those of us
who live in the real world must bear.
Peter Pfohl
Second Year, Evening

Racism and tolerance

Lee column
touches on real
issue for us all
Dear Editor:
I wish to commend Mr. Lee on
his observations about the general apathy
among society in general and the
professional class in particular when
addressing racial issues. The approach,
wl,1ch he describes as "tolerance," of both
groups has been, essentially, that until
those tomatoes in the refrigerator begin to
stink, let them mold behind the lettuce. I
am only able to add to Mr. Lee's
commentary.
As we busy ourselves with
resume drops, law firm interviews, and -for the excitable first year students -preparation for exams, the predominant
reaction to Mr. Lee's article may be "How
does this issue affect me?" (or, for the
more tolerant, "Why is he bringing this up
now?") Answer: In every way. (or,
Shame on you)
As an African-American
professional, I personally recognize what I
have penned the subtleties of racism: the·
questioning stare of a sales girl at Chevy
Chase boutique or the several times each
night on the 11 :00 news when reporters
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exhibit their uncanny ability to find as the
only witness to the accident some verbose
African-American adorned in an antebellum scarf and hair rollers and whose
speech patterns are less attributable to their
lack of a good education thatn to an
"American" educational system which
boasts inequitable distribution of adequate
learning resources.
The not so subtk "stink from the
tomatoes" emantes from these facts: Of
the 250 largest law firms in the country,
only 49 of the firms have more than one
Black partner, 20 have more than one
Hispanic partner, and 23 have more than
one Asian-American partner. Summarily,
of the 23,195 partners in the largest firms,
there are, 210 Black partners, 123 Asian-:
American or American Indian and 111
Hispanic partners. (National Law Journal,
"Minorities Didn't Share in Firm Growth,"
February 19, 1990, [col. I]).
This information, while fours
years old, is not dated. The Los Angeles
County (CA), New York City, and San
Francisco bar associations recently adopted
minority hiring goals to advocate more
minority hiring in area firms. (National
Law Journal, "Cultivating a Diverse Work
Force: Firms' Profiles Need To Reflect
Reality," January I 0, 1994).
These are the rotten tomatoes
which we, as future lawyers, will either
place in a plastic baggie or throw out with
the rest of the garbage.
When we sit in a position as
corporate counsel or int he recruiting
group at, yes, our firms, will we encourage
the hiring of the "brother" whos·e · did is
not the head partner's golfing buddy, or
the young Asian-American attorney who
worked full-time to put herself through
law school?
Winston Churchill once said, "The
only guide to a man is his consicence."
What will be·your guide?
Marjorie Fields Harris
Fourth Year, Evening

Dean Rohner, who 's not a big
emotion. But I will criticize his note.
Pro-Crucifix fellow, has said so.
I
This Univeristy was established
imagine he doesn 't have much choice in . by the Catholic bishops of the United
States as a religious institution under the
Church.
It was given Apostolic
Approbation from the Pontiff. It's title,
which I dare not repeat for fear of
offending someone, should clearly indicate
what this university is all about. In many
ways, CUA is ·an "academic home" of the
Church in our nation. And why shouldn't
Catholics have their religious symbols in a
Catholic institution?
.
To say that orte 1 would feel
unw~lcome and only tol'efated ' were the
law school to have Crucifixes is analogous
· to saying that a Christian should feel
unwelcome if invited·tothe home of a Jew
to
find a menorah or Star of David as
!!Right Between The Eyes"
religious ornamentation in that home.
with Gino Zavarella
I have been invited to Jewish
the matter (though he was very pleasant homes with these items .... and more -- and
have never felt as thotlgh I was only being
when we discussed the issue).
tolerated. In fiiji!, I felt like what I was:
Vince Walter, a high-ranking
a welcome and wanted guest. It was clear
University ·official has also confirmed that
to me that my friends were Jews and thus
there will be · Crucifixes in the new law
I had no expectation (as this particular
school. Additionally, he confirmed Dan
professor has) that they should hide their
Rohner's story that the University is
"Jewishness" for my benefit.
And it
currently seeking and studying the
would have been unreasonable and
possibility of buying a large quantity of
unwarranted for me to harbor such an
Crucifixes for the law school and other
expectation.
buildings where they have mysteriously
Another professor has openly said
disappeared.
that he would refuse to teach in a
This effort is aimed at saving
classroom which had a Crucifix in it
some money since religious art, like other
(though there have been "live sightings" of
art, can be pricey -- and the University has
him teaching in a room with a Crucifix
spending limitations. • The ·bottom line:
right above his head in .the old building).
there will be Crucifixes in the new law
Stamp your feet and pound your fists
school.
Professor Infant! If this professor refuses
Reasons supporting the antito teach, let him refuse -- and then let him
Crucifix position have been many. Among
go for violation of his contract!
them: Crucifixes impose Catholicism on
I will not be held at gun point by
non-Catholic faculty and students, are a
your petty terrorism.
There are any
symbol of hate towards other faiths,
number of institutions where you'll be sure
restrain free-thinking in the university
to be rid of those nasty Catholic influences
setting, are a sign to others that they are
-- don't let the door hit you on the ass as
tolerated and not welcome.
you leave!
And the reasons that they are not
Maybe those Novenas to Saint
already up are many. Among them: the
Anthony, the saint of lost articles (among
school hasn't gotten them yet, the issue is
other things) have helped. There's an old
still being considered, the University is
ethnic invocation to Saint Anthony that
planning a University-wide Crucifix, the
goes something like this:
Crucifixes can go up after the accreditation
"Tony, Tony, look around,
team has gone (a conspiracy theory -- I'm
Something's lost that must be found."
fond of conspiracy theories!).
If you have some problem or
We've found the Crucifixes.
bigotry towards Catholicism .or towards Now we need to find out when they go up.
Catholic symbols there's are good question To paraphrase another great quote (equally
to ask yourself: Why in God's Holy offensive since Ronald Reagan spoke it):
"If not now, when?
If not
Name (maybe sounds too Catholic?) would
'
you come to this university? And if the Crucifixes, what?"
answer is "for a job" or "to g0 to law
school" what, in the name of the saints in
Heaven, did you expect? Do you feel like'
you're in Purgatory?
In a recent E-Mail, one professor
has said that the recent Judical Notice
attention to this issue is a sign that nonCatholics are only being tolerated a CUA
instead of being welcome. I won't say
which professor wrote the E-Mail,
especially since I'm fond of hiin and think
he's one of the best instructors at our
school. He's probably just wrapped-up in

Judicial Notice

Students Not Interested In Culture War
Nick Manicone
Second Year
Day

Believe it or not, I think what
goes on in the pages of this newspaper is
really important. No, no, really. Hear me
out.
This newspaper is the way our
school speaks to itself. It is meant to
mirror the life of our community. For this
reason, I am bothering to write in this
paper. I want to see the community I
have come to know when I look in this
paper. I want to read about what's going
on and what the people here, all the people
here, are doing and what they think. And
I want visitors who come here to see our
best foot put forward in this paper.
Unfortunately, when I read the Notice, I
don't see much I can relate to. The school

"The 'L' Word"
with Nick Manicone
represented on these pages is not the
diverse community I know Catholic to be.
To read the lead article "Delay on
Chapel, Crucifixes Questioned" in the
September 14th issue, I would have to
believe I am the only one here for the
excellent legal education.
The article, written by James
Renne, assistant editor, refers to the
disappointment, dismay, and grief of
"some students" at Catholic Law due to
the non-placement of Crucifixes and the
delayed construction of the chapel. :1 am
not against the subject matter of the
article. It raises truly valid questions that
need answers. However, I am disgusted
by the bias displayed in it.
The article neglects to mention
the feelings that any "other students" may
have about the subject. In fact, it neglects
to mention "other students" entirely. The
article quotes only ,two students, th~
"student leaders" of "Advocates for Life"
and the '!Guild,of·Cath01ic Lawyers." Two
important voices. suidy, but what ~about
every other. student leader?-.•;_ . ~ ··, ,
'
The only indication · that there
may be dissent in the ranks is the rather
cryptic report from '.'faculty sources" (nonCatholic faculty, watch who yoiL,talk to,
the Notice has i,mna_med sources among
you) that "some n9q-Catholic members of
the faculty , object to the display of the
Crucifixes,,des,pit~ t~erC;at~olic heritage of .
the. law schooi:-/ . , _.
Mr. Renne, your po4It a~m~, .g~ _,
heritage is the perfect reply to those
unnamed, un-interviewed dissenters, but
perhaps instead of talking about them you
could talk to them and-find out how they
feel and why. (Didn'fyour "source" tell
you their names?) To talk to them would
be more informative and allow us, as a
school, a healthy discussion about the
current meaning of our heritage. But to
skulk about with unnamed "sources" and to
impugn unnamed persons sounds
embarrassingly like Pravda1 not our a law
school newspaper.
As if the above opinion piece
/
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masquerading as a news article was not
enough editorial for you, the paper's
editorial line goes on to ask, "What is
going on?" It speaks of "pressure from the
non-Catholic members of the faculty", and
the effects that "academic elites" are
having on our school. Wait a second. You
mean to tell me there are academic elites
at our Law School? ("Egad, how did they
get here? I'm not paying $20,000 a year
to be taught by the best teachers!" Note to
the editorial board: Just because Dan
Quayle used a line to good effect on the
Missouri VFW doesn't mean it will work
here. We know what "elite" means. Elite
teachers don't scare us. We want the
elite.) "Elites" won't be at our school for
long, with that kind of attitude.
(They'll be gone like the "elite"
theologian, Father Charles Curran. Father
Curran was perhaps the most famous
scholar Catholic University has had in
decades, who was kicked off of campus
due to his views. Our newspaper, the
Notice calls the priest a "heretic" because
he held that "artificial contraception,

abortion,
sterilization, premarital. credit to our newspaper or our school
intercourse, and remarriage after divorce -- when you come out in favor of prohibiting
all of which are banned by the Catholic other people from airing their views on
Church -- could represent moral choices in
campus, no matter what our heritage.
certain_ situations." (St. Louis PostThe students I know here at
Dispatch, June 27, 1992 pg. 6d))
Catholic are here mostly for a good
The editorial goes on to criticize
education, not good dogma. They are not
other aspects of our school's policy, such
willing to have excellent, "elite" faculty
as the permitting the formation of a "gay
frightened away by intolerance. They
rights" group on campus, the "allowing on
don't feel threatened by abortionists, gays,
campus of pro-abortion speakers" and
or witches. They are adults who know
"even ... a bona fide witch". (A real witch? . that they may next year be working
Stop, Notice, you're scaring me.) The ill
someplace which does not discriminate on
effects on the students are manifest. After
the basis of religion or sexual orientation.
nearly getting trampled by pro-choice and
A place where a conversation about
gay rights parades here on campus, the
abortion with someone who may favor it is
witch almost turned me into a newt.
unavoidable.
In conclusion, I find the extreme
The students here are not up for
provinciality of the Notice editorial staff
the "culture war" the Judicial Notice ·
personally embarrassing. Is "allowing"
editors appear to be advocating. We want
someone who disagrees with you on
a good education, good jobs, and good
campus something a school newspaper
faculty -- whoever they m~ be. We also
should get upset about? I understand why
need a paper which writes for all the
the administration does not "allow" various
students here, not just 'some students".
speakers on campus, and arguing for your
editorial views is fine, but you do no

Clinton Liability To His Party
Dan Birmingham
Third Year
Day

Like scalded dogs, Congressional
Democratic candidates are running from
President Clinton. As one Democratic
gubernatorial candidate put it, "Why be
cute about it, he's a liability."
Information from recent primary
elections and a poll done by the Los
Angeles Times show that Democrats
running for Congress are indeed in trouble.
Polls have shown that one of the main
reasons for the difficulties of these
candidates is their party's standard-be<!fer,
Pr~sident Bil! Clinton.
x
,. Jn ~ 9~laho.µqt ' .s ~-seyond
C_m;igressionaL Djstrict, , I_ong-time iiberal
Democrat , Mike ~ynar , lost, to :first-tin:ie
candidate Virgil Cooper in the Democratic
primary. Although Synar ,had a campaign
war chest 15 times ljlfger than Cooper's,
the race· was decided on the issue of gun
control. Synar, a rabid foe of the Second
~endlpent as it applies to ordin,ary
cftize9.s,_-'Vas / ej~cted by the, voter~ not
only bec_au~e 9f this issue, but because of
liis close. re~ti9nsltip, _with the_ Clin!on
1Aministration.
.
,
,
,, .
Another clo~e Clipton crony is the
Speaker or !Jte Ho~e, Th9ma:, Fole)'.. He
has beer. i,n Congress for pyer four decades
as one ' of
and is generally known
,
I
Cl;mgress' most liberal members. Just
recently, Foley garnered a mere 35 percent
of the vote j n a four-way open pri~ary.
The nex,t_ lµghest vote getter was a
Republican who obtained 30 percent of the
vote. . He will go on to face . Foley in
November'. s general election. . ·
Speaker Foley has traditionally
received well ov\lr 50 percent in any
primary or general election he was

involved in.
This year is different,
however. Why? Why would a sitting
Speaker of the House be rebuked by his
own constituents? Why would voters in
one district choose to throw out a sitting
Speaker for the first time in 134 years?
The answer is simple.
Bill Clinton is infecting his party
_ and jeopardizing Democratic wins by his
failed foreign policy, his weakness in
articulating policy goals, and his seeming
.

.

,
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''Imp_rimatri.r Emeritus"

wi_th Dan Birmingham
;ineptitude in trying .' \o get a sluggish
:economy working again.
1
Don\ take these Congressjonal
fosses. as_.Jhe only evidence of Clinton 1s
facompetence, howeyer, let's·· look at a
recent LA. Times poll.
,
When respondents were asked
'about President Clinton's overall appro~al,
only 42 percent said that they approve of
fthe w~y President _Clinton is doing his job.
A whopping 52 percent said that . they
disapprove of Clinton's management pf
our nation. When pollsters probed deeper
they found an even more alarming set of
statistics.

Foreign policy is not one of
Clinton's strong suits. Only 36 percent
approve of his handling of foreign policy
while 55 percent said that they disapprove.
When asked about Clinton's
moral authority to be Commander-inChief, only 40 percent said that the
Selective Service side-stepper had the
authority to lead the nation's troops.
Clinton does not fare much better
in economic poll data either. A full 52
percent of those polled do not favor the
way Bill Clinton is handling the economy.
This information means bad news
for Democrats and good news fof
Republicans (and all Americans in
general). The U.S. Congress will be
changed and transformed in 1994 from the
grid-lock, do-nothing body led by the
Democrats to a Congress that will become
more respi:msive to the people and one
which could very well see its leadership go
back into GOP hands for the first time ih
over forty years. America is ready for this
type of change.
,
Let's examine some of the hotbutton races throughout the country.
Virginia's Senate race is heating up to be
a winner for former Marine Lt. Col. Oliver
Noith. Despite the withdrawal of former
Democratic Governor Doug Wilder, North
still leads the philandering incumbent
Chuck ·Robb by 6 points in a recent poll. '
Peopfe are so sick of Robb's womanizing
and bad judgment calls that some former
Wilder supporters are actually now coming
over to the North camp.
Another race is the Tennessee
Senate seat. The incumbent Democrat Jim
Sasser is losing to first-time candidate

See, CLINTON
page 15
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Liberalism A ·T hreat to Constitu·t i-o nalism
Joseph Devaney
Third Year
Day
The degree to which ideology has
corrupted the conservative temperament of
the United States Constitution is evident in
the impoverished state of current
constitutional jurisprudence.
Liberty inheres not in the abstract
By
but in historical particularity.
disregarding its conservative disposition,
those charged with interpreting the
Constitution have disrupted the subtle
historical compromises necessary for the
preservation of liberty.

"Present Discontents"
with Joe Devaney
Advocates of an ahistorical
approach betray their real intent,
furtherance of an ideological agenda.
Such a state of affairs is sobering.
Substituting the experience imparted by
history for liberty in the abstract, the
liberal mentality as the repository of
ideology will always sacrifice rule of law
and constitutio@lism in the name of good

intentions.

r-

Confusion regarding the
conservative disposition of the Constitution
results from semantic illiteracy.
Conservatism is frequently caricatured as
a statist ideology placing greater emphasis
on order than liberty.
The term itself indicates that
conservatism is predominatly concerned ·
with the preservation of something
particular. Yet, as Edmund Burke, widely
regarded as the father of conservatism,
eloquently conveyed, that to which
The
conservatism aspires is liberty,
defense of those rights enjoyed by
Englismen in Burke's Reflections on the
Revolution in France explicates the
conservative commitment to preserving
that which historical experience has
bequeathed, liberty, rule of law, and
constitutionalism.
Burke understood that in order to
secure liberty, it was not enough . to ·
proclaim it in the abstract. Because liberty
inheres in historic particularity it
constitutes "an inheritance from our
forefathers."
Society represents "a
partnership not only between those who
are living, but between those who are
living, those who are dead, and those who
are to be born."
Those liberties
compromising the Bill of Rights were not
woven out of ideological whole cloth.
Rather, they are a conservative affirmation
of historical experience originating in the
Magna Carta and English Declaration of
Rights. Thus, conservative emphasis on
the past is explained by a disdain for
arbitrary rule.
Opposed to statism, conservatism
allows for a continual historical process of
decay and renewal because a "state without
the means of some change is without the
means of its conservation. Without such a
means it might even risk the loss of that
part of the Constitution which it wished
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the most religiously to preserve."
However, Burke's concept of change did
not include the wholesale rejection of the
traditional order and its attendant historic
liberties in favor of a rigid ideological
blueprint for society.
As a member of Parliament,
Burke's support for the American colonists
resulted from a recognition that George
Ill's appeal to abstract royal prerogative
was ·· an affront to the traditional
constitutional order. In waging a war for
independence the colonists were affirming
the inherited historic rights they enjoyed as
Englishmen.
The Founding Fathers' historical
sense is reflected in that document
hammered out in Philadelphia in 1787 and
its subsequent ten amendments.
The
United States Constitution and Bill of
Rights were not based on abstract
ideological principles, but rather, liberties
and traditions the colonists inherited as
Englishmen.
In contrast to conservatism is
ideology of which liberalism is but one
example. Professor Michael Oakeshott
identifies a political ideology as "an
abstract principle, or set of abstract
principles, which have been independently

premeditated."
Its disdain
for abstract
speculations applied with geometric
exactness without regard to individual
circumstances makes conservatism the
antithesis of ideology.
Conservative
ideology is in fact a contradiction in terms.
The liberal ideologue, unlike the
conservative thinker, will attempt to force
the diverse historical circumstances of
human experience into rigid ahistorical
formulations like "equality," "choice," or
"fairness." Such terms when used as
generalizations of concrete particularity
serve a useful purpose, but as
constitutional ends in themselves they are
obnoxious.
Since diverse arrangements in
society are forced to conform to the
abstract idea, liberalism by its very nature
always leads to statism, often
totalitarianism.
As a system of
revolutionary thought, liberalism has a
number of very ugly predecessors -- the
French ( 1789), the Russian ( 1917), and the
German (1933)-- all of whom rejected the
traditional order. The abstract cry of the
Jacobins for "liberty, fraternity, and
equality" in revolutionary France preceded
the Reign of Terror.

Because abstract reasoning takes
precedence over historical experience, the
liberal ideologue is unconcerned with
facts.
He is not subject to factual
contradiction.
This contempt for the
authority of traditional arrangments is·
exemplified by Rousseau's petition, "Let
us begin by laying the facts aside."
Stated very simply, the liberal
cannot lose an argument. The liberal will
not accept any argument, experience, or
fact as establishing disproof of his
position.
The ascendancy of ideology over
an historical understanding is evident by
the unreflective and uncritical acceptance
of liberal constitutional jurisprudence by
its proponents.
The conservative
Constitution has become a mere vehicle
for a liberal ideological agenda.
Symptomatic of this corruption is
the ahistorical apgroach taken to
constitutional interpretation which, most
conveniently, comports with the liberal
political agenda. Not surprisingly, the
advocate for a liberal jurisprudence often
has an appalling lack of historical sense,
like his Jacobin predecessors.

Miss America Blow To Bigotry
Elisabeth C. Kehoe
Third Year ·
Day
Last week, the Miss America
Pageant was on T.V. By the end, I was
praying really hard that Heather
Whitestone, Miss Alabama, would be
-crowned Miss America.
I was in tears when I watched that
young woman's face, as Miss Virginia
told her that she had won. You see, Miss
Virginia had to tell Miss Alabama that she
had won because she could not hear the
anno_uncement.
Heather Whitestone has been deaf
since she was 18 months old and received
an inoculation for whooping cough. This
inoculation resulted in a fever that almost
killed her and the medication that saved
her damaged her nerves. She was left
with no hearing in her right ear and only
five percent hearing in her left ear.
Ms. Whitestone knows sign
language, but prefers to read lips, and not
to use an interpreter. When she was very
little, her mother decided that she was .
going to learn to speak. Ms. Whitestone
could not even say her name until she was
six years old.
She has learned ballet. During
the Pageant, she performed to -Sandy
Patti's "Via Dolorsa." Ms. Whitestone
could not hear the music during her
performance. In order to prepare for her
performance, she had to sit down and
listen to the music, which she can barely
hear, and learn to count the beats.
She memorized the beats and then

choreographed her ballet. If the music had
been turned off during her performance,
she ·.vould have kept right on dancing.
I am amazed at all of this. It is
truly inspiring. However, what touches
me even more about this young woman is
her platform, which is, "Anything · is
Possibie."
Ms. Whitestone plans on

"From Where I Stand"
_ _ _ _ _with
_ Elisabeth Kehoe
spending the next year motivating children.
What an important message for everyone
in our country to hear.
Most importantly, Ms.
Whitestone's message should reach all of
the bigots in this society. These bigots are
the people who are unaccepting of anyone
who is different than they are. These
differences may be by race or ethnicity,
. socio-economic class, sex, sexual
orientation, disability, or religion; as well
as by any other difference.

The crux of Ms. Whitestone's
message is that it is possible for anyone to
do anything, no matter who they are. I
think that it high time .that the bigots in
this world realized that all people have
value and that it is possible for them to do
anything.
Isn't it possible that ,racial and
ethnic minorities have a lot to contribute
to this world? Differences are gifts that
should be shared with o~e anotp.er. These
are .wo11derfµl people and it .makes me ill
that ·many, of them . are kept down by
bigots who do not see their true. worth.
Contrary to the ~pinion of many
bigots, it is also possible for poor people
to amount to something wonderful in their
lives. Many of them already do. I saw
this as a social work major in college, and
I continue to see this by working as an
intern at the Legal Aid Society today.
When welfare is reformed so that
these people can be educated and trained
to do jobs that will earn them enough
money in order to live, then anything will
truly be possible for these people.
Contrary to the opinion of many
bigots, it is possible for two homosexual
people to be good parents.
This is
especially true in light of the fact that
there are so many bad parents out there
who neglect and abuse their children.
It makes me angry that a bunch
of bigots would tell two homosexual
women that they could not possibly be

See, BIGOTRY
page 15
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Jefferson.Appointed lJo:Academic.Senate
MeetinR Touches On Salari~s
administrative matt~rs of'concein. •'
Professor Antonio Perez;·· 'who
joined the law school faculty last year.
after having worked as an international ·
' law spe~ialist at the U.S . Department of
On Thursday, September 22 , State; was re~elected to the Secretary's
1994, the law school -faculty he!d their post by -a unan'imous and enthusiastic voice ·
monthly meeting.
vote. Being the only member present with
The gathering was imbued with a lap top, Perez was the natural choice: ·
The· body, then mbved to elect
joviality and camaraderie with a noticeable
sense of community. _ Faculty members Professor Heidi M. Schooner to the faculty
engaged in good _natured teasing of one Budget Committee by a unanimous vote.
. Next, the f~culty nominated . ana
another and tl:).e proceediI).gs -were .
interrupted by frequent outbursts of elected by a unanimous vote Prbfessoi' '
laughter.
Regina Jefferson, in -her third year of
After enjoying a catered lunch, teaching at the 'Jaw school, to serve as the
the faculty proceeded to elect several law ·school's representative· to ·the
members to various positions and discuss University Academic ~enate Committee. ·

James Renne
·Second Year
Day

CLINTON

twice every month and, perhaps,
to
purchase a television, or ·other gift, for
their lounge.
The fundraising solicitation is an
ongoing effort by Bennett to increase
compensation for the support staff.
Bennett, who has forcefully advocated for
the -salary increase previously, likewise
made a very forceful case at the faculty
meeting using terms such as "outrageous,"
"unconscionable" and "grossly underpaid"
in : reference to what he believes is
inadequate pay.
Although salary increases have
been proposed through official channels, ·
Bennett indicated the faculty fund was to
act as a gesture of appreciation for the
staffs hard work in the interim.
Following Bennett's proffer, the
meeting went into executive session and
all non-faculty members were excused.

. I
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good parents to a toddler. I think that a
child raised in this type of home would
learn a lot more about tolerance of
differences than. the child would ,learn by
living with his.. bigoted • maternal
grandmother.
It is also possible for both
homosexuals· and' women' 'i:o serve their
co\mtry ih 'ttie':Jilii:litary.\ li1r:bhei has t'R
stamina and the willingness to do ·what it
talces to defend this country, then it is
possible for everyone to serve · their
country. It talces ·a lot more courage to be ·
willing to die for your country than most
people have.
It is also possible for disabled
people to amount to something wonderful
in their lives. One of- my dearest' friends
is disabled and is a great inspiration to me.
I have never met anyone who has tackledthe challenges -of law school with more
courage and strength than this individual.
Just look around the third year day
division and you will know who I am
talking about.
Finally, it is possible for people
of all religions to be wonderful, as well.
Faith is a beautiful gift from God, or from
whomever the highest being is in one's
religion. I believe God sends His message
of love to all people through all of the
world's religions. · He appears in different
forms to different people, whether they be
Hindu, Buddhist, Islamic, Jewish, or
Christian, or any other religion.Therefore, no religion is superior to any
other religion.
Additionally, it is possible for
two people of the same religion to have
differing views on certain issues, but for
each of them to have an equal amount of
faith. There is no place in this world for .
bigots to be attacking another person's
faith, no matter how different their beliefs . .
Therefore, Ms. Whitestone's
message about anything being possible has

September 28, 1994

Tqe position confers the title of·,
Academic , Sen,\tor and helps guide· .
University policy· on academic :matters.Indicating her popularity among , the
faculty, 1Jefferson was roundly applauded
once voting was completed.
Professor Jefferson, a former
fellow at. Georgetown University Law
Center and pension specialist with the
Internal Revenue Service, teaches federal
income tax law. She replaces Professor
Destro and will serve on the Committee
for .the l 996a97 session.
At the end of formal business,
Professor Fred Bennett availed himself of
the opportunity during open session to
solicit cash donations for a fund to benefit
the faculty support staff.
Bennett asked faculty members to
donate $100 each to the fund which will
be·used to treat the support staff to lunch

The ·.Federalist Society presents:
Roundtable Lecture
with
'Professor Robert Destro

further reaching implications . •than it
appears to on the surface. If ever I had
the chance to meet her, I would thank her.
for being such an inspiration to -me.
From where -I-stand, it is time for
the bigots of this world _to realize that
anything is possiqle for anyone in · this
world to do and" that everyone has value in
this society, even if that person is
different.
b
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Republican Bill Frist...; · The · other
Te~essee seat up for grabs is the ·seat ~hat
was held by Vice President Al Gore.
Democrat Representative Jim Cooper is in
a statistical tie with Republican actor Fred
Thompson.
Other Senate races including those
in Pennsylvania, Arizona, and New Jersey
show that Republicans are gaining 1n what
is now this mass exodus from the
Democrats as a_further sign of Clinton's
weakness. Being treated as a leper by his
own party, Clinton has to now
embarrassingly refrain from publicly
endorsing
Democratic
Congressional
candidates so that he will not spoil their
chances at electoral victory. So much for
being the leader of his party.
Another interesting tid-bit from .
that L.A. Times poll is that while Clinton's
overall approval rating is a humiliating 42
percent, that same poll showed that'Jimmy
Carter's approval rating is now 68 percent.
'This figure reminded me ·of a bumper
sticker that read: "I miss Reagan, I miss
·
Bush, HELL, I even miss Carter."
Bill Clinton is certainly in no
position . to help 'fellow members of his
party this November. In summary, going
to Bill Clinton for campaign advice is sort
of like going to O.J. Simpson for marriage
counseling.

:l'er$pe ctive "
- S-ept. 28th, ·s :30PM, Room 311.
•

l

Advocates for Life present:
·A paper presentation
by
Professor Raymond Marcin

"'Posterity ' in the Preamble and a
Positivist Pro-life Position "
(A paper recently published in
_The American Journal of Jurisprudence
~xamining pro-life principles in our
nation's founding documents.)

Oct. 6th, 5:00PM, Room 307
15

Reflections On Law and Engineering
Michael Lee
Fourth Year
Evening
September, 1989.
Monday
9:10am. The first day of :ME 342, Fluid
Mechanics, one of my required classes that
semester. It is also one of the last weed
out classes. The term "weed out" can be
understood by the equation:

lim➔O = B.
GPA
usiness Shi
c oo

·J

I. and all the other helpless
victims have heard nothing but bad news
about our professor. The door yawns
open. The class becomes silent. He walks
in. He places his books on his table and
removes his cap to reveal a shiny mop of
platinum hair. All of his clothes bear a
resemblance to that familiar Bmberry's
pattern. He smells like butterscotch. His
famous first words (uttered in a heavy
British accent): "Before we begin, let us
get one thing straight. I am a bastard. I
am a damn bastard. In the past, the
average on all of my tests has been 25 out
of a possible 100. There is no curve.
There might be good reasons why you
miss a class or a test, but I accept no
excuses. Therefore, do not give any.
Good day, I am Professor Blythe, welcome
to Fluid Mechanics."
After class, I was carried on the
shoulders of two of my friends as I led the
bovine stampede, by singing Rawhide, to
the registrar's office. The only thought in
my mind was, "What shall be the color of
my Add/Drop form?" When the brown
river of cattle reached its destination, we
were devastated when we found out that
the only other Fluids section was at 10: 10
am MWF.
A class also taught by
Professor Blythe.
Winter 1990. Iain standing next
to the Wailing Wall. No, this is not $e
one in Jerusalem, but the one in Leahy
where they post the exam grades.
Everyone else is being carried off on
stretchers because they didn't get 90s. Me
and my engineering friends are just hoping
for something north of the equator. We're

thinking, "Anything above 50 is fme with
me. That would be an A, because the
class average is going to be 25, right?"
Our wish came true and all of our grades
ended up being slightly north of the
equator. But before we could celebrate,
we also found out that -- unfortunately for
us -- the class averages were way north.
In addition to low grades, I see
another similarity between law and
engineering. One that I will try to share
with you. I have to warn you, though. If
you thought the last paper was boring, this
one will put you and your whole family to
sleep. You'll sleep so soundly, when you
wake up, your clothes will be out of style.
So read this one late at night.
There is an unending debate.
People are wondering what law is.
Generally, this is because different axioms
anchor different schools of thought. When
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there is a difference of opinion on an
axiomatic level, it is very difficult to
resolve the conflict because axioms are
things we consider true without proof. If ·
two people accept two different things
without proof, then both of them are
dogmatic about the issue and dialogue is
impossible.
It's not my attempt to settle this
dispute. The most productive approach is
to define law, not by what it is, but by
what it does. To see law in terms its
function. There is little disagreement
among the various schools about the
function of law in society.
Regardless of which school you
are from, it is obvious to recognize what

"Reality Check"
with Michael Lee
law and lawyers (when I say lawyers I
include judges, legislators as well as
lawyers) attempt to do. They attempt to
manage society, they engage in a project
of social management. Lawyers know or
try to show: (1) who actually runs society:
the distribution of power; (2) who is
affected by that power and how are they
affected. Most lawyers go beyond simply
describing law and measure what they see
as reality against some normative criteria.
Unfortunately, lawyers are rarely careful
and so their descriptive and their
normative critiques of law are intertwined.
Their analysis ranges from:
• There can be no analysis (both
descriptive or normative), it's impossible,
we just keep falling down this hole of
non-knowledge. (Nihilism)
c, Isn't that an interesting ironic
juxtaposition? (Postmodernism).
• All distribution of power is
hopelessly sexist and bias is hopelessly
transmitted through time via pre-existing
socially established structures. Even to
discuss the issue forces sexism (Feminist
Jurisprudence).
e "Objective" social studies is
impossible, it's only opinion in both (I)
how far we take the chain of cause and
effect back in time and (2) which criteria
of selection we choose for our analysis.
Instead, let's look for the authentic
conscience and then build a community.
(Critical Legal Studies)
, Let's count beans and look for
efficiency while worshiping this person
called The Rational Maximizer of

Satisfaction. (Law and Economics)
fields. Through these spectacles lawyers
• Social studies isn't so bad. derive meaning from law and can critique
(Legal Realism)
law normatively.
o Let's look at history. (The
Now, going back to the function
Historical School)
of law, we have already seen how law
o Let's just look at what been
deals with social management and control.
made by us and written down. More specifically, law is a project where
(Positivism)
we try to solve social problems. If there's
• Let's look at the laws of nature. a train wreck, we want to know who's
(Natural Law)
responsible and we want to fmd out who
• Let's look at the laws of God. should pay who. If a company wants to
(Theism)
dispose of some waste, they need to fmd
Of course this list is so general, it out just how much they can pollute and
borders on stereotype, but it is helpful to where. And we all know what happens
give some flavor of the different schools after a crime has been committed. Police
of legal thought and how far removed they chase a suspect, if they catch him, they
have become from law.
will then throw him into this sausage
So, any descriptive critique factory called a court house.
beyond idiotic tautology: we'll tell you
We usually get too caught up in
what law tells us it is -- just simply the details to realize that, all of these
regurgitating statutes and cases -- requires things which involve Jaw, are attempts to
lawyers to borrow from other fields. As manage and control society. Also, the
shown above, these fields are diverse. amount of legislatitm is so vast and made
They can be almost anything from nature, by so many different entities, that we often
history, social studies, economics, forget that all of these rules we follow are
idealism, feminist thought, literary nothing more than attempts by others to
criticism or postmodemity.
solve problems.
This borrowing is much more the
This, then is the similarity I see
case if law is critiqued from a normative between law and engineering. Engineering
standpoint. In fact, unless our normative is the application of science to solve
critique is purely procedural: if the process . problems. For example, if we want to get
by which the law in question was created supplies from Maryland to Virginia, we
is valid, then the law itself is valid; in can (1) build a bridge, (2) build a boat, (3)
other words, does the law have all the shoot it across the river. An engineer's
right stamps and signatures on it? Any job will be to analyze the problem
normative critique beyond pure procedure thoroughly, understand the advantages of
requires lawyers to get help from .another each, and then design the most appropriate
solution to the problem.
field of thought.
Law is similar except that, while
So, in terms of both is (the
description of law) and ought (the engineering is applied science, law is
normative content in law) lawyers are applied anything-you-can-think-of. For
required to borrow from other fields unless example, if there is a divorce before a
court, the judge could (1) try to have the
the analysis is to be rote and mundane.
It might seem that lawyers are two people reconcile their differences and
very intelligent (lawyers do present the mend their relationship, (2) put one of
image of being intelligent), but for that them in a slow boat to Iceland, (3) shoot
appearance of intelligence, they must one of them. In considering the solution,
borrow heavily from other more the judge will look to previous cases, but
when we take precedent back to the first
enlightened fields.
Lawyers can only know two case, we will see that that case was an
things: power and the effect of that power application of something, probably moral
within people groups. Lawyers are strange philosophy or the culture's understanding
animals. In order to describe or critique of marriage and divorce at the time. And
social power and effect they are required the judge's decision in this case will
to consult other fields of knowledge. Its definitely be influenced by which
uniqueness stems from the fact that, as a paradigm of knowledge the judge applies
field of knowledge, it is ,inherently to the problem (obviously the feminist, the
imploding: lawyers must approach their bean counter and the sociologist will have
goal (the analysis of social power and different approaches to the problem).
Stepping back from law allows us
control) from somewhere else, be it
to
see
that
law is not a pursuit of
philosophy, economics, sociology or
knowledge
(although
knowledge is used by
whatever. They must use the tools of
lawyers)
it
is
a
problem
solving project.
another field and apply it to describe or
There
are
light
bulbs
and
there are tubes.
critique social power and effect.
Most other fields of knowledge Chemistry and geometry are light bulbs:
are exploding: they start from certain they provide us with ideas, they provide
axioms or originating ideas and branch knowledge. Law and Engineering are
outward applying their knowledge to tubes: they are conduits by which
analyze other things.
Geometry and knowledge from other fields are used to
chemistry are a good examples of this. solve problems.
Law is the reverse. Lawyers observe
social power and control through
Acknowledgements: This article
· spectacles. These spectacles are paradigms is based on a chapter of a paper I wrote
or structures of knowledge from other . for First Amendment Seminar.
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